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Chapter I 
DmlODtJCTION AND STATBMINT OF THE PROBLEM 
The priest has been ordained to 'be "all things to aU men. If The 
priest is by his ordination a "counselorn whom an men can approach with 
the assurance of being welcome and understood. As !Celler (1961) well says, 
even though the priest i. not expected to "lve every problem that he 
meets, he i8 expected to approach every situation in a constructive 
manner. Hi. task as priest and "counselor" 1. to be a person who i8 able 
to establish a .atisfactory human relationship with a troubled person. 
The priest i8 in close contact with the suffering and anguish of 
his people. According to a recent survey, almost flfty per cent of 
Americans bring their emotional problems, in the first in8tance, to their 
clergyman. "The priest i8 a man exposed to an incredible spectrum of 
human suffering and it i8 in this urgent invitation to comprehend the 
scarred and suffering proce.sion of human beings that come into his life 
that the priest finds the meaning of his own 11fe" D'Arcy and Kennedy 1965, 
p. 208). 
Unfortunately it often happens that the priest has been so involved 
in administrative chore. that he has becoae things- oriented in8tead of 
person-oriented. Godin, (1965) clatms that experience shows that most 
prie.t8 devote little time to counseling even though many are inclined to 
do .0 and have sufficient t:f.me available. He suggests that the majority 
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of priests could devote anywhere from one hour a week to ten per cent of 
their working time to counseling. But a few priests conaider cOUDaelina 
as playing a vital role in their priestly tasks. lare are those who 
continue the counseling interview regularly over a period of time. Rarer 
still are the ones who systematically question themselves as to the effec-
tiveness of their work. the words they, and the relationship. they form. (p.l3 ) 
The picture is not restricted only to catholic priests. Nameche (1960) 
in a structured interview with 100 Protestant ministera of the Boston and 
San Francisco area, found that miniatera ranked counseling high in impor-
tance, low in t1mespent, and administrative work low in 1mportance and 
high in time spent. 
Unfortunately the picture is also complicated by a heavy legaliatic 
training in the seminaries and a moral casuistry which, in its insensi-
tivity to the complexity of human life, st.ply attempts to square a 
"problem" or give a cook book answer. No wonder then that _ny prieats 
came out of the seminaries with a need to teach, to be superior, to be 
dominant and to give answers. As Kennedy (1963) puts it: nThey feel 
somehow that they have the anawers to the questiona that other people 
haven't even asud. They have a recipe for happiness for everybody. They 
know what is best for men •••• an attitude that bespeaks the counselor's 
needs rather than those of others." (p. 42) 
Godin (1965) mentions repeated eases in which people choose to pay 
a great deal of money and claim to be suffering from a nervous diaorder 
simply to discuss their problema, even their religious ones, in an 
atmosphere of welcome, understanding and true insight. The reason 
given by Godin is that the .. persons could DOt find such an atuxtaphere 
of mature dialogue with the priests whom they would have preferred to 
consult. (p.2l) 
'!'he Vatican Couucl1 II with its pastoral emphasis has given a 
new turn and orientation to the role of the priest in the modern world. 
What the Vatican Couucil has done i. to give an official recognition 
to a growing di.satisfaction among many priests who are aware of the 
need for deep and enriched personal relationship' with their people. 
Priests are cODdng to recognize that what people look for in them i. 
understanding, s1ncerity, and authenticity as lmsaan persons (Kennedy 
and D'Arcy, 1965). 
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But time haa .hewn that ordination doe. not neces.arily make the 
priest the good counselor that the nffering and the coaplexity of our 
urban world demands. It i. true that the priest has been satd to function 
aa a counselor. But DDre properly speaking many of the functions ful-
filled by the priests a. ftcounselors" should come under the heading of 
guidauce or lnforzution-giv1ag as this term is lately understood (Curran 
1952; Bier, 1959). 
Only in the past decade or 80 have priests come to think of th~ 
selves as formal counselor. and to conduct themselves a8 such. They 
have been atU'a.,ed to counseling because they have come to see that 
advice and sympathetic little .. rmans were frequently insufficient. As 
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Bier (19S9) puts it: ttA. soon as the clergyman refrains from offering 
solutions to the problems brought to him, and renounces the :l.mpaTtina of 
advice in fcvor of an attempt to get people to understand themselves, 
he begins to adopt what is .s •• ntiaUy a counseling approach. ft (p.9) 
The need for better trebling of priests in their counseling re8pO'tl-
B:l.bilit1es was recognized some years ago by Catholic institutions of 
higher learning. Fordham Univer.ity. the Catholic University of AMrica, 
and Loyola University of Chicago were amng the pioneer. in offering 
opportunitie. for a better understanding of psycho-Paltoral problems. 
Their purpo .. was not to .Jte priest. professional psyeholosists but to 
make available to them the skills and lnsights of the behavioral science., 
"to make them .,re competent priesta. at (Fahey, 1960) 
Later a further development shifted the emphasis from the study of 
''proble.stt to the paren of the priest. This development represent. a 
parttal abartdottlaant of the previous focus of interest on probl8D18 and 
techniques and replaces it by a Ere 80phiatieated approach that takes 
into account the interactional .ffect of the personality of a particular 
counselor with a particular client. Ae Godin (1965) .ays, and in perfect 
agreement with the preMnt writer, "What psychology has to offer a pastoral 
counselors will be a gradual re-examination of themselves in their relation-
ships with their counselees. NOt a ready-made formula for making the work 
easier but a signpost to bring it cloHr to raality. This, it must be 
admitted, is often 1IIlch more difficult. If (p. 149) 
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The program for train1ng prieats in counseling started at Loyola 
Univeraity of Chicago in 1956 under the leadership of the leverend Charles 
A. Curran. a profe'aional psychologist and diSCiple of Carl It.. Iogers at 
Ohio State Univer8f.,ty. The counseling program has been under the official 
auspices of the Archdiocese of Chicago and the Loyola Project for Heatal 
Health. 
The priests were iuv1ted to meet for at leaat three aemesters, three 
hours each week. hem the beginning it wal apparent that the priests 
found the training very profitable. They bee ... _1'8 aware of the futility 
of having &ll anever to every problem and more .. nsitive to the feelings 
rather thAn just the words that were .,ok" by the counselee. At the same 
tima their self-concept ..... d to be affected with a better understanding 
of their own Deed. and feelings (Curran 1957). 
Two catholic organizations, the Catholic Family Con8ultation Service 
and CatboU.c Charities, have been the practicum train1ng grounds for -1l1 
of these priesta-counselors. The catholic ramily Consultation Service vaa 
founded in view of the _ny difficult prob1 ... that disrupt faaily life. 
There vas a need of givins married couples expert help ao that they could 
have a chance to work throu&h the problas that threatened their -.rried 
life. The Catholic ramily Conlultation Service staff include I priestl 
with counseling training at Loyola. social workers, and profe.lional 
peychologists. Some of the priest-cauDaelors have most of their counseling 
work at the CJ'CS. Others cIo their work mainly in their parishes. The 
CFCS refers troubled married couples of the area to them, after an 
initial interview aM a battery of teats taken at the cres. lor every 
two men in the office there are six men in the field who form a team. 
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Each t .. of priest-counselors meets with soc:1al workers and psychologists 
in weekly workshop. to ahare their exper:1ences and discuss their difficulw 
ties. The Catholic Charities organization :1. staffed also with priest-
counselor., social workers and psychologists. While the main work of 
counseling at the cpes ia in marriage counseling, the main area of 
counsel:1ng for those working at the catholic Char:1tie. Counseling Service 
ia with youngsters in need of help. 
Since the program started, in 1956, there has been an enthusiastic 
response from many priests. This enthusiastic response of prie.ts to a 
pastoral program in modern paychology which is purely voluntary would 
seem to indicate that :1t ia fulf:1lling a need long in existence. 
The orientation of the training is heavily client-centered, follow-
ing the Bogerian .pprouh. The ~ha.is is mre on the person of the 
priest who is viewed as his 'IDOat important instrument, rather than on 
techniques or diagnoa1a. The rationale behind this kind of training is 
that the personality (and not nec.ssarily the courses) of the counselor 
is what appears basic in counseling. Rogers (1957) states that special 
intellectual and professional knowledge is not required of the counselor. 
"If they (Counseling skills) are to be acquired, they DIlllt, in TJ'lf opinion, 
be acquired through an experiential training. ft (p.97) 
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Sinee good counself.ns require. a bigb degree of personal cO'llll'l1a.nt 
.st experiences counselors soon become painfully aware of the effect that 
their own pel'aonaUty sbort-ecmd.nss have on their cli.nts, and strive for 
greater personal growth in an att-.t to become better counselors. Balin 
has charted tbe task of the counselor a. ,etting to know "the pharmacology 
of his ROst important drug, htmaelf" (KaaDedy, 1963). It i. the task of 
the counaelor J then, DOt just to _ster a technique or a new vocabulary t 
but above all, to he a pUBOn h1.maelf. 
If Loyola's unique Pl'08I'- baa been auece.sful at all. it is because 
the prie.ts who have started the prosram motivated by a desire to help 
other. have coma to r .. I1 .• e that the focus of attention must not be on 
"problems" or even. at l .. at initially, nother people," but on themselvea. 
They have come to ... that it is only by a DOn-narcissistic looking at 
themselves that they are better able to love other. in an unselfi.h and 
non-manipulative way. bnnedy (1963), a priest-psychologiat who teaches 
in this counseling ,rogr .. at Loyola has thi. to say: "It ia not uUCODIIOn 
experience for people who begin to 8t~ counseling to anticipate that 
they will learn a great deal about othu people. It is not long before 
the neophyte counselor. if he is III8ldna any pl'Ogre.s at all, diaeovere 
that his principal learni.ng is about himself." (p.41) There are many 
8UDIDel' cour .. s and worksbops ineounseU.ng throughout the country. but 
Loyola', program seeru to have this uniquely built-in policy of .. 1£-
confrontation that ,bould lead the priest to take a deep look at hi ... 1f. 
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Long before their Catholic counterparts, Protestant mini.ters have 
had clinical.pastoral training a. part of their regular ministerial formation. 
For this reason .. st of the research done in the area of changes related to 
clinical-pastoral training baa been Protestant. Although there are 
contradictory opinions, with 80118 denying any change. at all (Swanson, 1962; 
eynter. 1958. 1962), it is widely accepted that changes occur in the 
personality and attitudes of those minister. undergotng clinical-pa.toral 
training (Atwood, 1958, Ramaden, 1960; ICim, 1960). It does not necessartly 
mean that all the trainees change radically and probably some do not 
experience any change at all. However, tt could be that the instruments 
used WIlre not sensitive enough to perceive the change. undergone by the 
ministers during their cU.ncal pa.toral training. 
One of tho .. who assume. that personality change. do, in fact, occur 
has been the director of the counseling program at Loyola Universtty. 
Curran (1958) asked 25 prie.ts who had COHIpleted two semester courses of 
counseling psychology to indicate on a point basi. the degree to which 
they have been helped as a result of the course.. Of tho.e twenty-five 
priests who responded only two felt that there vas "no change" at all. 
Keller (1961) eritize. this .tudy for lack of scientific control, poorly 
defined terms, and. the t'halo effect. U 
While Curran's tentative .tudy was mainly intere.ted in the subjec-
tive report of the priest.' ehanse. in themaelve., Ial1er', mte .ci.ntilic 
study included also the prie.t.' relation. to others in a pastoral 
8 tuation. Keller'. stud 
-, 
The rat:J.onale behind the test va. that the priest with counseling training 
would react dUf.hIltl, from priests v1thout such a training to the 
-.pacific pastoral situations of the BAT. leller te.ted a group of 
twenty-niue pd.e.ta with at least three ... ater courM. in cou'llMling 
and, by the technique of atching pair., h. cOl.lpAftd thea with a control 
group of pria.t. who were begilmill& their counseling trainil18. In 
addltion to tM. he introduced a third group (or s.coNi control group) 
of priests who clid not volW1teer for the counseling progr_ in order to 
teat if changes WIU'e 801e1, due to the training or perhap. to the person-
ality of the priests who volUBteer for the counMlilll train1Dg. He 
found no significant differaces between tbe.. two control groups. He 
found significant differences however, between the prieats with counsel-
ing training aDd the eontrol group of pria.ts who W4l'8 beginning counsel-
lng. The d.Uferences were 1n the direction of JIC)ft self-insight, adequacy. 
affect, sensitivity and l.ssened clefenaivenes., in that order. Keller 
then came to the conclusion that sinee "the priests who partic.ipated. 
inthe pastoral counseling training were not very cl1fferent from the 
general population of pd .•• ts before the counseling training," the 
significant d.ifference. founci _1'8 the result of the eoullHUng program. 
Prlest-couneelors (a. they will be called hereafter) an, then. a 
rather strange group. It C01Jt)r1H. people with a rigid seminary training 
in h1.llDtmiUe., Philpsophy. Tbeology and counHling training and practice 
after their ordination. The, ahare the interests and per_nelity 
characteri.tic. of their priest brother. and their "aecularll counselor 
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counterparts • 
It waa preci .. 1y the .. findings of lteller that arou.ed the intere.t 
for this inve.tigation. Since chana.. have been found in priest-counselor. 
due to their counselina treining, ]ghat kind 2£ people are Shey? What kind 
of people are they when compared with a group of prie.ts with similar 
sdinary backgrouwl but without the counseling training as given at Loyola? 
What kind of people are they if we divide them according to their level of 
training? (14l1er assumed that the differences due to different l.vels of 
training within his experu-ntal Il'OUp _1'8 insignificant.) FiM11y. what 
kind of people are the .. priest.-counselors when we .tudy the relation.hip 
between their interest. and persona11ty .cores? 
A. far a. the writer know. thi. is the first study of its kind. Never 
before has there been auch a large number of priest-counselors with conaider-
able theoretical -training and lengthy practice who could be used for a 
atudy like this. 
It i. iJIIportant to note that the present writer •• ..-u.. the finding. 
of previous rasearch, i. a.. that there are chang.s in pri.sts' per80na11 ty 
brought about by their counseling trainina at Loyola Univer.ity of Chicago. 
But there is DO attapt to imply that the .. differences between the experi-
mental and control group will be found when using other instruments as the 
luder and the HHPI. 
The present research will use two widely known inventories, The kuder 
Preference ltecord-Vocational. 1'01'11 BI. will he used for the _aaure of 
interests and the Mlune80ta Multiphasic Personality luventory for the 
-11 
personality acores. The American Psychological Association reports that 
19.1% of 4U graduate "boola un the Kuder for the purpose of screening 
prospective degree candidates in clinical and counseling psychology and 
that 28.6'1 un the "1. 
In order to answer the quastion proposed by this study the research 
will proceed along three lines: 
1) First, the priest-counselors will be compared in interest and personality 
profiles with avatlable acore. of a group of priests without counseling 
training. The null hypothesis states that there are no significant dlffer~ 
ance. at the .05 level of confidence betwen the Kuder and the MHPI 
performance of priests without counseling tra1ning (group I) and priests 
rith coun .. Ung training (group n). 
2) Secondly, sinee the experimental group of priest-counselors show two 
distinct level, of training. they will be divided into two sub-groups for 
further comparison. The euttiaa point w111 be the Ka,ter' s lavel of train-
ing or its e'l'd,valent. ThAt _11 hypothed.8 states that there are no signif-
icant intra-group differenc.. among the ,riest-counselor. (group II) in 
Kuder and MMPI &COres attributable to different levels of training_ The 
null hypothesis will be rejected at the .05 level of confidence. 
3) Thirdly, a further descriptive study of the pri •• t-counaelors will be 
attempted ~ observing the relationship between the interests an personality 
prof U.s of prie.ts with and without counseling training. The null hypothesis 
stat.. that there are no correlationa between the Kuder and MHPI scores 
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,ignificant at the .05 level of confidence. 
This study is being taken under the &u..,lces of the cathol:l.c Family 
Consultation Service. At the 1IIOmIInt there is no way of knowing which of 
the priests who start the ,'1'01'1''' will be able to finiah it satisfactorily 
and will be further intere.ted in the counseling services offered by the 
CFCS and Catholic Charities. It is hoped, therefore, that by describing 
the interests and personality of those ,riests who have been able to profit 
from their training. this pilot .tudy will be a first atep in providing 
some clues for devisina objective methods for the selection of pri.st-
counselors in the future. It 1s an attempt to answer the question of what 
type of prie.ts .hould be encouraged to go into this kind of work. The 
complexities and the stress of modern urban life demand that the Church use 
wisely her limited fiDaDei41 and manpower resources so that priest. with 
counseling sldUs will be available to the needs of the Christian c01ll1lUnity. 
The vocation of the counselor is one of real Christian 
love. He:1. called upon to enter into the feelings of 
other men, unafra1d because of hi. own weakness. His is 
the callina of entering into the confusion of tortured 
souls and not turning .. ide beeause hie own f.elings 
can't take it. He must. in truth, empty h1maelf for 
other men. For the HIIlinarian and pri8.t especially. 
their work with other persons i. a challenge to give 
tbem8elvea totally •••• The staggering demand. on a coun •• lor 
illumine the d .... nd. of the priesthool itself" (XeD118dy,1963.p.43) 
Chaptfl" II 
uvm OF THE UIQA'l'Ug 
The purpose of this .tudy i8 to describe the characteristic8 of priest-
counselors. Since it is the first of its kind. there 18 DO literature deal-
ing specifically with the topic under consideration. However there are 
,ome studies that deel with priests, and. some that deel with counselors. 
This chapter, then will review the l1terature d •• ling with the interests 
and personality characteristics of priests and of counselors. 
Sinee most of the etudies dealina with priests were carried out when 
they were seminarians, there will be 80lIl8 8Ulpl1ng of this research. The 
rationale behind this poUcy is that as Murray (1957) and Murtaugh (1964) 
indicate, there is a definite continuity between the seminarian and the 
pri.st. The seminarian's personality does not change suddenly nor 8Ubst~ 
tial1y by the fact of his ordination. The limited and sianificant changes 
observed between seminarians and ordained priests seem to be related to a 
new envirou.nt and. occupational lUe that brings areater freed_ and 
personal re~.ibility. 
On the other hand, since the experimental group of priest-counselors 
ahare also the characteristics of the Hseeular" counselors, a review of 
this part of the literature will help to bring into the open the .imilarities 
and difference. between "rel1&ious" counselors and tt.ecular" counselors. 
It is expected, tben, that the review of all thes. studies will contri-
bute to bring into a sharper focus the findings of the present project which 
-m ... 
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which deal. with tbe characteri.tic. of pri •• t-counselor •• 
There has been in the laet decade an 1D.erea.iag intere.t in a •• e •• ing 
the pereo_Iity of • .murian. and prie.t.. The _in purpose baa been 
directed to Icreeniug candidate. for the prie.thood and the religious life. 
liJat recently attention bas been directed to tbe tuk of di.cr1Dd.nating 
between "BUcca •• ful" and '\m.sucee •• ful" MIIlinartan. and of using thi. infor-
_tion a. a predictive tool in the evaluation of pro.pective candidate •• 
There hal al .. been a perllll.Dent iutere.t in a ..... ing the perlonality 
of counselor. and in fOl'B1lati. the per .. naUty of the so-called "typical" 
cOt1l1Mlor. But as far a. the writer know. there has not been any attempt 
to formulate the characteri.tic. of priest-counselor.. and see bow and to 
what degree they compare with characteristica of their fellow priestl on 
the one hand and of "seeular" eeuuelor. en the other. 
A nt.DIlber of ltudie. will be preMnted in tM. chapter that are so.-
what related to the pre.ent re •• arch. The IPIl and the MMPl .tudie. for 
religiou. per80DD81 and for " .. cular" coull8elor. will be reviewed. 
The bulk of research with religiou. peracmaell has been done in the 
form of unpublilhed aasterl t the ... and doctoral di ... rtatioll8. Lately 
there hal been different attempt. to clo.. the gap of communication among 
Catholic and Prote.tant psychologists interested in this field by publishing 
ran ... and abstract. of the .. s and di ... rtationa. (Herr, Arnold et .!.l!!. 
1962; Kobler, 1964. Dunn, 1965' Menges and Ditte., 1965) 
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Sinee Moore (1936) pioneered his work on the incidence of mental 
illness 8IIlOD& reU.gious pereoD.l18ll. a n.umber of studi.s have shown an iuerea-
ing interest among Catholic psychologists for screening candidates to the 
priesthood and the religious life. The sources of reHach have been 
Fordham University. the Catholic University of America, and Loyola University 
of Chicago. The .at w1del,. used instrument. have been the Strcmg Voca-
tional Intere.t Blank with newly developed scales (for priests, by Lbota, 
1948. for foreign miastonaries, 'by D'Arcy, 1954), the Kuder hefereuee 
Record, aDel the Minnesota Multiphasic:: hraenal1ty Inventory as originally 
constntcted and the Bier'a (1948) .. 1£1ed form aa well. 
Beeause this study employs the .. videly used inatr\Ulle1lts, it baa an 
advantage over the renarch done 'by leiler (although hia purpose vaa aome-
what different). Hare it will be poaaible to COIIPare the experimaDul 
group with avajlable Kuder and MHPI acorea from other groups. 'lh1a part 
of the chapter intends to explore the are. ~f vocational intereata uaing 
the luiar Preference Record. 
In a survey initiated .... years ago by the Spaniah journal "Sem:1narios" 
and publi.hed in a book lor gye I! hice ,aslEdote (Why I became a priast), 
priests from any countries explained how they sea their role in the 
modern world. Beneath the theological constant liea a wide ranBe of human 
ei&nificaace which priests see in their work. 
Thorndike and Hagen (1959) in a follow-up study of 33 clergymen during 
1955-'6 report that in answering a questionnaire priests ahowed verbal, 
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musical and dramatic talents or intereata with some indication of a deficit 
in mechanical activitiea. They were a verda-and-persons oriented rather 
than a thing-oriented group. 
These subjective appraisals of intereats have been repeatedly confirmed 
by different studies. All of thea tend to support the norma given in the 
Kuder !f§nual according to which clergymen usually score high in the Social 
Service and Literary scales. 
Kimber (1947) in a study with 140 Proteatant Bible Institute students 
with the California 'reat of PerlOnalit:y, the liIIPl, and the JWder, found a 
prevailing interest in Social Service and a noticable lack of intereat in 
Computational and Clerical activitie.. A compariaon by Xtmber of his find-
ing with the publ1shed norms of l'.uder for the year 1944 ahewed that the 
Bible inatitute men ranked substantially below the median on Mechanical, 
Computational, Scientific and Clerical intereata. At the same time ~ 
ranked substantially above the median on Musical and Social Service and 
Literary intereats. 
A atudy of ninety-three Theological students by ~ (1952) using 
the Kuder and other lnatrtlanta shows low and htah intereats 81m1lar to 
those found by UIII'b81.". Social Service wu at the 98th percentile, Musical 
at the Blat percentile, Outdoor at the 58th percentile, and Literary at 
the 57th percentile. '!'be Computational and the Clerical areas at the 12th 
and 15th percentile, respectively, were the loweat. 
D'Arcy (1954) investigated interest con.tancy using a population 
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of seminarians and priests of a goreign mission society. He used the Strong 
and the Kuder with a goung group of 134 Mminar1ans (mean ag8 15.8) and an 
older group of 166 prieata <mean age 24.7). ..sults in the ltuder yielclad a 
more homogeneous profile of intere.ts for the older than for the younger 
group. For both groups the mest Coalllm high point waa Social Servic ... 
Literary and the lDat eOlS1Dn low point vas Clerieal-CoDIputati0D41 intereats. 
'the ludi. lowelt aeores for the younger group w_ the Persuasift scales 
while the Clerical seale was for the older group. D'Arcy concluded that 
"interesta were remarkable atable aDd already defined and measurable at an 
early age" and that "the pattern of interests eharaeteriatie of a epecifie 
voe&tion waa not __ thing static. but that this pattern changed With age 
in a eomewbat .yatematic way ••• in the direction of the characteristic 
pattern of the older aueee.sful DMlbers of the occupation." (p.159) 
Wauck (1956) tested a group of 201 d10ceaean major Mmiurtana with 
the Kuder f the Ohio State Psychological IxI:mination, the MHPI. the Group 
Rorschach, and a faculty rating seale. He lista Soctal Service and Literary 
.s the two highest intereat scales. "It tenda to support the prevalent 
notion that the elet"gl'lll.n i. tnterested in doing things for the welfare of 
others and be i. intereated in the world of concepta and ideas." (p.SO) 
In 1'59 Ke1'll'l8Y made a thorough study of the intereata of tfsucee.afultl 
and "unsuccessful" aem1nartans. He t.ated a group of 100 individuals rith 
both the Strong aad the ltuder. There wen no significant d1fferene •• 
between the two groups in the ltuder patterns. For the suec .. aful group 
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the only high lnterest type wu in the Soc.W service alQne or together 
with another eeale. Be found that for both groups the low intereat types 
were in the order of computational-clerical and elerical-perauasive. 
Kenney, u well as Gorman (1961) and HcDoDagh (1961), found. that eeatnar-
ians and e1eru-n were low in the Persuasive or .... 111 .... scales. Jut 
while this finding uade Gorman wonder about the contradiction between being 
interested in people while at the same time feeling uncomfortable with 
them, it i8 staply explained by D'Arcy (1962) in term. that the "clergyman's 
p.rauasive procedure. have are 8)'119athetic UDderstar&ding for the hearers, 
and le.s domination that ark8 the stereotyped high pre.sure ule8ID&D." 
(p.l80) However, McDonaah wi.ely remarks that. low score on the hZ'auaeive 
scale doe. DOt nee.saarily mean a lack of correlated ability .iace the 
Kuder i8 only an 1stterest inventory. 
Sutter (1961) administered the ~ and the Guilford-Zimmerman 
Temper8MD.t SUrvey to 1,693 d1oce .. an _jor aem1nad.ana repre.ntina 24 
different ."ud.e. and 126 dioce ... in the Unite.cl. State.. All subject. 
at that time wen studing theology. He found that their highest intere.t 
was in Social Service followed by the Literary and Hesieal seal... They 
exhibited litt1. interest in Mechanical, Computational, and Scientific 
pursuits. The aeon. on the Persuasive and Clerical scal •• were aomewhat 
below the average of the normative populaticm. 
Gorman (1961) and McDonagh (1961) _de a similar study with two groups 
at different levels of training from the H1II8 Midwestern MJ'Idnary. Gorman 
I"""" 
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studied the intereata and adjustaent of 188 bigh achool seniors whil. 
MCDonagh did the same with 135 College freshmen seminarians. Their results 
were very s1Dd.lar. The groups were definitely people-oriented. The Soetal 
Service. Ltterary, and Computattonal scor.s. in that order, were the 
highest. At the aame time they showed a rather low Persuasive interest. 
The Kuder Kores for thb group coincided well with National Clergy Norma 
(high score. in the are .. of Social Service and Literary.) It compri .. s 
a group of aem1nariana intereated in people, in literary and computational 
areas, with low Hores 1D persuasive interelts. 
Ko'blet (1964) in a survey of research dOM at toyola Univel'sity of 
Chicqo with religious personnel' uling the Kuder, the MMPI and the Mooney, 
report I that Catholic minor and _jor seminarians show KuGel' profiles 
"that resembled those for females in the general population. In general t 
'WODl8n religious had. many _scull. interests and Mn religious fem1nine 
interesU. It And this ia even "true for Proteatant men and women reU.gioua ... 
(p.16S) 
Finally, D'Arcy (1962) in .. 8UU1118.ry of the reMarch done till now 
and of the reMU'ch going on with dlffel'ent reU.gious cODIIJUDiti.s at the 
Catholic Uniwl'atty of Aaarica, ccmeludea that "seminarian groups are 
uniformly high in Social Service. Literary and Illsieal interests. low in 
Mechanical. Scientific and Clerical interests. average in Artistic interests. 
In Computational and Persuasive interests different seminarian groups have 
scored both high and low. If (p.191) Thi. conclusion agrees with the one 
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stated by Super and Crites (1962) that Clergymen tend to make high Social 
Service and Literary scores. 
'!'here i. a study that needs epectal attention because it gives the 
scores of a priestly population which will be used for the first and the 
third partB of this research. In 1964, Murtaugh using both the Kuder and 
the MMPI, retested a group of priests that Wauck had tested as seminarians 
over a period of three years---1953 to 1955. Of the 146 ordained seminarians 
90 completed and returned the KUder Preference Record. 
In general the picture of the seminarian remains constant in the retest. 
Thi. group of 90 priests show again the t'typical profile" of high Social 
Service. Literary and Musical interests, with low in Mechanical, Computa-
tional, Scientific and Clerical interests, and average in Persuasive and 
Artistic interests. 
The Persuasive and Social Service scales show an understandable 
significant increase. ItCertainly the duties and environment of the average 
priest demand development of persuasiveness and social service to a much 
greater extent than seminarian life did. n (lmrtaugb, 1964, p.48) 
The Mechanical scale showed an expected decrease due also to the new 
duties and environment of parochial life. No other significant differences 
were found in the test-retest means for the other six scales of the Kuder. 
The test-retest results were, on the whole, fairly constant. 
This finding implies that ordination does not bring about a drastic 
change in interests, but a remarkable continuity from the seminarian to the 
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prie.t. The .tight chanaes that do occur are due to a new occupation that 
brings an increase in the direction of higher interest in working with 
people. and "supports the prevalent notion that the clergymen should and 
do try to motivate people aDd show grave concern for their welfare~ 
(Murtaugh 1964, p. 62) 
The mean score for this group of aeminariaa. (Wauch. 1956) and priests 
(Murtaugh. 1964) can be seen in table one. Table two ahows other Kuder 
data with aeminariaa. a8 found in D'Arcy (1962). aDd Kobler (1964). 
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Table 1 
Values for Difference Between 
Test-letest Means of Kuder Seales 
(Seminarians-Priest over 
Ten Year Interval; N-90) 
Seale Test Reteat t Direction Mean Mean of Change 
Persuasive 67.09 72.59 3.20* Increase 
Literary 52.75 54.00 .80 Increase 
Musical 22.99 23.94 .39 Increase 
Social Service 95.52 102.11 3.77* Increase 
Clerical 45.17 45.94 .48 Increase 
Computation 28.87 27.08 1. 70 Decrease 
Mechanical 62.99 54.69 3.64* Decrease 
Scientific 56.01 54.13 1.26 Deerease 
Artistic 44.61 46.06 1.02 Increase 
* Significant at .01 level 
Table 2 
Kuder Percentile Ranks for 
Various Religious Groups 
Group N }fec. Comp. Sci. Per. Art. 
A 135 17 63 45 30 33 
B 188 16 70 46 32 36 
C 206 24 21 30 41 40 
D 1607 18 25 29 48 56 
E 208 24 21 30 41 40 
., 64 32 32 38 48 46 
A Catholic Diocesean Minor seminarians 
B Catholic Senior-high seminarians 
C Catholic Major Diocesean seminarians 
D Catholic Major Seminarians 
E Catholic Major Seminarians 
F Protestant Clergymen 
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Lit. Mus. Soc. Cleo 
85 59 93 39 
81 57 91 41 
67 75 91 30 
68 67 92 36 
67 75 91 30 
69 64 93 26 
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What has been said about the pertinent literature which employed the 
Kuder can also be said of the studie. which used the HHPI. Most of these 
studies were undertaken aa an attempt to prevent psychiatric casualties in 
the prie.thood and r£ligiou. life or as attempts to predict succe.. in the 
religious life. But as Kobler (1964) rightly remarks. to as.ume that 
future work of "succes.ful tf aDd ''unsucces.ful'' .eminarians and religious 
can be predicted on the b •• ia of the MMPl score. is to eonfus. and overlook 
any other factors such a. health. finanee., etc.. that enter into the 
complexity of the picture of a life vocation. Perseverance in religious 
11fe is DOt .s important a8 the probability of becom1na mentally 111, nor 
is perseverance in religious life in itself neces.arily a meaeure of adjust-
_nt. 
So.- of the catholic paycbolog1sts when confronted with pl'OfUes of 
deviant aainariana solve the issue by 'IIIOdifying the MHPl 1t .. (Jlier.1948), 
or by concluc1iD8 that there 1. a need for different norms that could be 
correctly applied to such a specific population (Iltee, 1958). Somehow or 
other they .S8UIM that the seminary group 1. well adjusted. (Dunn, 1965) 
All this llil1tate. asatnat the contention by Wel.h and Dahlat:roa 
(1960, p.561) that it i. unnece.sary to restandardize or to change item. 
in the test for particular populations. But different studies have shown 
that the MMPI scores are affected 'by the educational level. Good.tetn 
(1954) atudied the clinical scores for eight mal. college. and reached the 
concludon that, although the MMPI can be useful for evaluating coUege 
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student., separate norms for such a specific population are necessary. 
Bier (1948), in a similar study, coupared college seminarians with 
four other different groups. Bier concluded that the psychological adjust-
ment of seminarians is .imilar to that of coUege students but that the 
seminarian group was "the most deviant portion of an already deviant popula-
tion. 1f 
The MMPI will serve as a substantially suitable in.trument 
in the testing of Hminarian adjustment because it is 
accomplishing e •• entially the .... thiDa. givtna essentially 
the aame differentiation in the ...tnary group as it is 
in other.. The aem1narians do not prelent a 8Ubstantially 
different picture of poor and unsatisfactory adjuatment, 
from that given by Mtlbers of other occupational groups 
.tudied.(Bier, 1948, p. 595) 
Wauck (1956) uling the MHPI with other tests, as was mentioned before, 
found among the major aem1narians the ''neurotic tendency" (McCarthy, 1942) , 
with high MKPI profiles on the Masculinity-femininity (Mf), Paycha.ten1a (Pt) II 
and Schizophrenia (Sc) seale.. ''The I typical' well adjusted .em1narian in 
this study may be de.cribed as being superior in intelligence, .trongly 
interested in people and ideas, tending toward more norM-I amd.ety, but with 
good emotional control. tt (p.64) 
Goran (1961) and McDonqh (1961) undertook a parallel research with 
different groups of seminarians. Gorman's profile of the entire group .bowed 
a better general adjuatment than the male college group. The peak scale. 
were again Mf, Pt, and Se. The combined re.earch gives a picture of the 
seminarian a. being ttmore quiet, seriou., orderly, rituali.t1c and conforming. 
more reserve and le.8 ..,tionally c01lll1tted. tI (GorMn, 1961) 
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In a review of the research done with the MMPI, Iobler (1964) comes 
to the conelusion that like most college students, seminarians typically 
8Core high on the Mi, Pt, and Sc scales. The literature show. that the 
individual. attracted to religious life appear as "perfectioniatic, worrisome. 
introverted, socially inept, and in more utrue c ..... perhaps isolated 
and withdrawn." (Dunn, 1965)p.133) Theae findings tend to confirm Kobler' 8 
atatement that "apparelltly a con.iderable amount of deviation, aa revealed. 
by the tests, is tolerable in an applicant for religious life. tt (Iobler 1964 
p.169) 
There have been some atudie. interested in testing the relationship 
of abnoral tendencies. a. shown by the MHPI, with the level of train1n&. 
Murray (1957). for instance, HeS a positive relationship between increas-
ing deviancy and seminary trainio,g, thus mafdo,g the and.nary atmosphere an 
1JIportant factor for the deviauc:y profila of the seminarians. According 
to this opinion ordination brings about a tendency toward mitigation of 
the deviation found at earlier level •• 
Another related study is a very important longitudinal work _ntioned 
previously in which seminarians tested by Wauck (1956) were retested when 
they were priests by Murtaugh. (1964). On the whole, Murtaugh found no 
significant cbaages in the retested group. He found nevertheless change. 
on the Pt, Ka. and the Hy scales. There va. a decrease in Paycwtenia at 
the five per cent level of significance, end an increase on Hypomania aud 
Hysteria at the one pu cent level. MurtAUgh attribute. the change. in 
Psychasten1& and Hypomania to "environmental differences between seminary 
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and ,d .•• tly I1f •• tf 'file .lpUlcaot lncru.. ill Hy.t.d.a ... &veal. aD 
lDC ... eaMd , ... eoceupatlO1l with 'Mdl1,. 00II91a1ot. that ttcorrelat •• with the 
ob .. nabl& fact that ..., 4toce .. a. ,rle., ••• wlo, ,a.td.c or lot •• t1ul 
coaplalota aad cardiac .,.,tOlll. clue ..... to externally u.ue4 fh.tra-
tl_ ... WITI ..... atha' tltaD to a •••• t .. btn .... lcm or e01llplu.l". ta ..... 
cl •• t' ~. 1964. ,. 46) 
The IItn ,n'11. of the whol& P'fNP ...... a. a J"UP, tbat tben 
•• a .1taht t ... 1ICJ to 1 ........ 11l all INc two (MI. ft) 0' tile clim"l 
.cale.. 'l'Ilt. fladi ...... etna the .. ...,t£cm tIult .... illatloll bd .•• about 
a tea4eacy to'WUd a.f.tlaad.oa of the "vUtl" 'ouad ia ..... Ml7 life. 
rue t •• t..... the ..... &1 ,I.e .. e of laten.". ad pel'lIOMllty 
cbal"acten..tlc •• f ......... ia .. aact pa1.aat.. A.a it CD ...... then an 
vert 1ft .t\i4t.e. deaU ... cl1n4tlJ with tU ,.. ... of the pn. •• t. Thl. 
chapt.1' hal tn. .. to ,hew the COIltt.,:lt.J .. twa. the tat.n.t .... ," ... 1-
1ty .f ...... lea &ad pd ... ,.. The c ....... alhl' oHlutloa ... to '"' 
att .. tINt" .... to ~tal ..... thaa to 1_ ... ,.l'aoDaU.ty cbaa ••• 
'fIJ.'he coDfi .... at ad the ..... for ... 11 ... III the ... aary pJ'MOte. 
_tlculou ...... co •• clntl"" .... ad .... ltlvf.ky to _tloul bmtl .... at. 
__ .a •• panch1al I1f. pn.t •• lnatal" HU-.,n •• toa &ad ... 1&1 , ....... .. 
(MuI'tauah. 1'64, p.62) The .aa MNPl Hal •• flm vad .... nUaa.ou. p:oup, 
(lobi.. 1'64) aM fft ,be ... ..n.aa-pI'1 •• t. nt ..... by Kurtauah ... be 
f0ura4 OIl table three. 
Table 3 
MHPI Mean Seales for Various bU.giou8 Groups 
and the Ninety Seminarian-Priests letested by Murtaugh 
Group M Us 
A 135 53 
B 188 51 
C 206 54 
D 171 51 
E 90 54 
F 90 56 
A Minor Seminarians 
B Minor Seminarians 
C Major Seminarians 
D Major Seminarians 








Mf Pa Pt Se 
55 58 56 59 58 53 
53 56 52 55 57 52 
58 60 55 59 58 55 
52 63 54 54 53 _ 55 
57 62 56 60 58 56 
59 60 57 58 59 59 
lOa 
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Sinee the purpose of this study is not simply a deacription of the 
intereata and personality characterilticl of priests in general but of 
prieata with profeasional training in counaeling, it aeeaa appropiate at 
thil point to review what the literature haa to say about "secularJt counae-
lora. The reason for reviewing these studies ia the lack of reaearch data 
on the more specific population of prieat-counaelora. Furthermore, al 
Smith aaya (1960), "it is as paltoral counselor that the clerg)l'1lMU1 comes 
the clo .. st to the secular profe.sional." (p.27) 
Mo.t writers would agree that the personal characteristic. of, the 
counselor are very important, and that tho.e beiDi trained in counseliDS 
should be .. lected on the ba.i, of .uch characteristic.. There is little 
&gre_nt, ho;"ever, on just what the .. characteriatic. are, and no adequate 
mean. of a ..... ing those characteri.tics upon whch there i8 .ome kind of 
con8ensu •• (Patter80n, 1959) 
There ha. been lately nevertheless a great interest in specifying and 
maaauri11l the characteristics of the prospective cOUllselor. Thi. ta.k ia 
very complex if ... r .... r that counseling i. an inten.ively personal 
sort of activity, and that the counseling relation.hip depends much _re 
on what the counselor H than on what the coun.elor doea. 
If we give up the belief that there is one standard relation-
lhip that should be created in every ca.e, we can relinquish 
along with it the requirement that the counselor be any one 
type of perlOn •••• Perhaps it .hould be better if we all 
a.sumed that any ~ eraonality pattern which permitl rich and 
deep relation.hip. with other human being. t. develop 1. 
sati.factory. (Tyler. 1961, p.246) 
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There have been, neverthele •• , different attempts to be more 
~ecific. (Weitz 1957) looks for counaelora whoae personality patterna 
show .. curlty (1.e. acceptance of .. If with .treaath and weakne .... ), 
.enlitivity (i.e. a person who il capable of aeneralizias hi. own f.eling. 
of .elf-acceptance to the acc.ptance of otherl), and objectivity (i.e. 
a pereon capable of di.tiDgUiahina between o'bjective ancl .ymbolic behavior, 
yet und.rstands the intimate relatioa.hip between th ••• two.) 
Sinc. the relationship that develops between the client and the COUR.e -
or i. the most 11IIportant Aapect of cauoelina. the counselor'. characteris .. 
tics "come much more .... ntial than a knowl.dae of "t.chniques." Techniques 
are aood in addition, never as a sub.titut. for a person who i. fundasMntally 
friendly, vara, accepting, and who feel. comforta'ble in cloae r.lation.hip. 
with others. If the •• are the counselor's charact.ri.ticI, then many 
technical error. can be overlooked. but there is no techl'lique than can ... k 
the coun •• lor'. indifference and rejectina attitude. 
What characteri.tics should a person po..... in order to be a 
counselor? All the anner. point to the picture of a capable and .. ture 
inciividual. 'erhaps it should 'be a.8UD1114 that there are COlaOn characteri.-
tics vhi Ie still recogn1ztna that there i. room for important individual 
variations (MeGwand and Schlld.dt, 1962). Thi. la the approaeh taken by 
the Americ4D '.yebol.aical A.sociation. (1952) lven though the clinical 
psychologi.ts ancl the counselina psychologist differ to some extent, it 
sould be helpful to explore thes. criteria al a ftrlt .tep to iDYe.tigat. 
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tJ4}1=I~rOI A . ~1\' the questioas of the couaHlor's characteriatics. \ )'1' V~Fr§""I't'f$ .~ 
1. Superior iatellectual ability and juda-at. ~ f~ 
2. Oriainality, resourcefulne.s, and veraatility. ~A\~ MV 
3. "Freah and la.atiable" curiosity; "self-learner." .", ...... -.iij, ....... iiIiIIi~ 
4. Intereat ln persona as lndividuals rather than a. material for 
manipulation; a resard for the integrity of other peraons. 
5. lnataht into one' a own peraoul1ty characteriatica; a Hue of humor. 
6. Seaaitivity to the complexities .f motivatioa. 
7. Tolerance; t\lnarroaance. tf 
8. Ability to adopt a therapeutic attltude; ability to establish a 
warm and effective relationship with othera. 
g. Induatry; _thoclical. work habtta; ability to tolerate preasure. 
10. Acceptance of responsibility. 
11. Tact and cooperativeu ••• 
12. Intesrity, self-coatrol, and atability. 
13. Dl.crt.lnating sense of ethical vklu.a. 
14. Breadth of cultural bacqrouncl ... -an "educated" maa. 
15. Deep latereat in paeyeholosy, especially in it. clinical a.pect •• 
If this long liet doea DOt .. lve too much of the probl .. , it is still 
1II1ch harder to find reports in which counselor.' characteristics have been 
.. asured ancl distinguished from other profesaional people. For this reason. 
Wrenn (1952) recos.eDda tho.e curacteriatics that can be apprai.ed: 
acad.ell1c lntelliaenee, tntere.t in 'WOrking v1th people, and ..,tioul 
atability and objectivity. The Kuder and the HNPI are recoants.d as heins 
two of the most promising in.truments adapted to this purpo.e (Cottle,lgS3) 
In a .tudy by D1M1chael (1949) de.igned to •• cure a better understancl-
ina of personnel engaged in cO'~aseU.na, a group of 146 male coun .. lors are 
de.cribed a. havina hish aeore. on Social Service ('8th percentile), 
'erlU&.lve (82Dd percentile), aDd Literary (65th percentile). with low 
IeOre. on COIIIputational (37th percentile), Mechanical (33rd~ percentile), 
Clerical (33rd percentile), Scientiflc (31 percentile), aDd Artistic 
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(28th percentile). The Musical scale was about average (40th percentile.) 
It sbould be noted that these couaelora were engaged in vocational rehabili-
tation. 
In an attempt to develop luder patterns fo~ psychologists, Baas (1950) 
used 111 subjects from different psychological divisions. All psychologiats 
scored low on 'Mechanical, PersuaSive, and Clerical acales of the Kucier ancl 
scored high on SCientific, Literary, ~utational. and Social Service 
scales, in that order. for the entire profesaional sample the Scientific 
and the Literary score a were above the 75th percentUe of Kuder's noraa 
for adult men. The luder percentile means for COUD8elors were as following: 
Mechanical 23, Computational 64, Scientific 77, Persuasive 33, Artistic 30, 
Literary 86, Muaical 5S, Social Service 90, Clerical 32, The chief 
criticism of this study is that the sample is too small (26 subjects), 
and ia based on Purdue 1hl1versity students only. 
In a research project employing counselor trainees from Boston 
University, Arbuckle (19S6) used the MMPI and the lUder. After the tast 
aeaslon of the course, when the counselora knew each other falrly well, 
he asked them to choose three perlOn. of the group to whom they would 
likely go for coon.e1ina and another three to ybom they would be unlikely 
to go for counseling. Bach of thoa. choo.en and rejected vas compared 
with the gl'oup .a a whole. Tho .. who vere chosen by the group .s people 
they would like to have as counselors ahowed mo~e normality in the sense 
that they scored lower on the Hypochondriasis, Depres.ion, Paranoia, 
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Hysteria, Schizophrenia, Social Introversion, and P.ychastenia Icales. 
They also showed a higher degree of interests in such areal ae Social 
Service, Persuasive, Literary, and Scientific activities. On the other 
band, those Itudent. who were rejected as coun.elorl 'by their classmates 
were more abnormal or .cored higher on the n,pochondriasis, Paranoia, 
Hysteria, Schizophrenia, Psychopathic Deviate. and HypOD'Ulnia .cale.. No 
significant differenees were found in interesta patterns. 
Kelly and Fiake (1951) in describing the seores of the clinical 
psychologilt trainee I on the HMPI Itate that they are a group which deviates 
from the normative population in being Itless hypocbondriacal, slightly _re 
subject to depression, considerably more hysterical, extr_ly feminine, much 
less psychastenic and le.s achizoil. Jt They alto noticed that as a group 
they are more honeat and i.ncline to reveal themselves "aa indicated by the 
extremely high K scores." 
Finally, wrenn's study (1952) reports the following teat result. with 
a sample of thirty graduate counselor traiDees. According to the scores, 
the most Itriking observation was infrequency of elevation for the 
Hypochondriasis, Depre.sion, and Schizophrenia scale •• 
At the end of this review of the literature there i8 the pervading 
feeling that we have only started to scratch the surface in 8tuding the 
characteristics of religiou8 personnel and counselors. In retrospect, 
there i8 no one study that deals directly with the purpose of this project, 
i.e. deacribing the characteristics of priest-counselors. 
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The existing investigations with priest-counselors (Curran, 1958. 
Keller, 1961), furnished the necessary findings of qualitative and 
quantitative attitudinal changes in priestl as a result of their training. 
No similar study haa been carried out with the Kuder and the MMPI that tried 
to describe the interests and personality characteristics of priest-
counselors. The fact that priests-counselors are part of two different 
occupational groups (priests' "general cuI tural t. occupational group, and 
counselors' ttservice" occupational group, according to Roe, 1956), 
necessitated some inquiry into the studies describing the characteristics 
of both, priests and "secular" counselors. 
The counselor's personality traits are as ~rtant as the ways in 
which he communicates the .. traits to his clients; his effectiveness as a 
coun.elor depend. upon these two factors. The priest-counselor' 8 involye. 
ment with people will be manifested in the model he htmaelf provides in 
hil own life, sinee he cannot escape the eloquent influence of his own 
behavior on the people with whom he works. 
CHA!TD. 111 
DawN or m 8mI 
The specific goal of thi s study'i. to cOlllpAre and to describe 
the intereata and personality characterista ocprie.t-counaelor. with 
priests without coun_Iiftg training. ~is pal will be achieved in three 
sbpS_ l"irst is to i11C{U~re if there is a characteristic luder and MMPt 
profile of priest-couneelor. significantly different fre. a profile of 
priests without coun_ling traini" by using available scores of priests 
from the same geographical area of the United States, Secondl" it al.o 
intends to investigate further if there are any aigrd.ficant aubgl'Oup: 
differences among the priest-counselora that could be attributable to 
different amount. of counseling training. Finally. it also intends to 
explore if there is any relationahip--positive and/or negative .... between' 
the spread of intere.t acores on the lCuc1er and the aeneral adjuatant 
scores on the MMPI of priest-counaelora and prieats without counseling 
train! .. _ 
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Is. - THE SUBJECTS 
The subjects for thi. experiment are dioc ... an pri.Bts of the Chicago 
area who have had a raaular nmtnary train11'l& in llumanitie •• philosophy, 
&ad theelOl)' aDd traird.ng in coullseling paychololY while ensaaed in pastoral 
dutie.. The file. of the Catho1t.c ramily Consultation Service were examined 
in order to locate tho •• priest. who have had at lea.t thre. cour.es in 
coull.e1ina aDd who started their training no later than 1964. Is. total of 
ninety·.ix prie.ts were u..ted. On March 1, they were contacted by mail. 
They received an eave lope from CFCS includiDl the lCuder Preference bcord-
Vocational rorm II, the H1nne.ota Multiphasic Peraona1ity Inventory, Group 
rorm, with the IJJH Clawer .heet, and a qv.estioJlD8ire in order to secure 
additional infonaation. An introductory letter explained. the nature and 
the purpo.. of the study .skins for full cooperation. Complete anouymity 
va •• ssured. and pre.erved althouah many of them st.sned their ume. and 
aeked to be informed of tbe result.. Is. .. If addres.ed and .t .... d .avelope 
with the na. of the writer to the care .f tb.e ercs w.s the last item 
included in tb.e mail. Later 011. a .econd letter followed, rudnclina the 
nonreapondents and •• kins thea to cooperate with the project. 
Iy June the first forty-•• ven priests out of ninety-.ix or 48.96 per 
cent had returned the protocol.. Of the •• forty-seven who answered foul' 
had to be discarded. Two of the subjects because they did DOt fulfill the 
condition. .et by the experimenter reg.rdina the amount of coua.elina 
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courses taken. The score. of two other subjects had to be rejected 
because they returned incnplete infonat:l.on. One aubject le.t the Kuder 
Preference Record. the ether sent back a half-filled Kuder answer .h.et. 
Both subjects had a training in counaeUng below the Master'. level. 
This leaves a num'ber of 43 or 44.8 per cent of the total· number of ninety 
six priests co.tacted. 
Although the te.ting by ..t.l is DOt in accord with the best 
acientific traditiona, the writer followed the same way of testing that 
Murtaugh (1964) used with tbe group of priests Who will serve as compar-
iNn for the fu.t part of this study. The ... p .. ocedure bas been used 
al.e by othe .. s (La larga, 1964) with .. If-reporting tDventerie.. As in 
the ca .. of Murtaugh's study te ,ather all prie.ts in ene place at the 
same time would have been a1mest iap.ssible. It is assumed that these 
priests with some counseling training are well «ware .f the .eri.usDass 
of tbe research intended and cooperated as beat they could. On the other 
hand, the Kude .. and the MMPl, group forma. do DOt need any expluation 
beyond the one liven in the introduction of the ~l.ts nor is tbere 
any ti_ limit. The lIMP! can be ad:ra1nistered in a "waitina rOOlll, t. and 
the Kuder requires only a roo. that ia "quiet, well-U.ghted and well 
ventUated." 
The I1m1ted DU1Ilber of reepcmdents _y be attributed to various 
reasons. Pirst, it ..... to be that some of them felt that the teata 
took too 1IIUch ti_ frOll their already bu..,. achedule. Seconclly, the fact 
I""" 
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that this study followed closely in time the one by laute (196S) with the 
same population was .omehow re.ented. A third reason will be sugge.ted as 
we di.cu •• the refiules on the next chapt.r. 
Th. d.scription of the Experi_ntal Group has been furnished by their 
responese to the questionnaire. All the subject. a1,"8 prie.t~ e113aged in 
8OD8 fona of pa.toral won in the Chicago area. The questioWUlire was 
constructed partly on the basi. of the one used by laute in hi. research 
on the counseliag program at Loyola. The items of the questionnaire cover 
age, l1UDIher of years ordained, nature of present work, ecODD1llic cia •• of 
the pari.h, date of coun .. lina training, extend of further training in 
psycholosy be'YOnd the three basic cour.es in counseling, and the Jl'I.1IIber 
of hour. spent weekly in counseling. 
Since the main purpose of this study is to de.cribe the characteri.tics 
of priest-coun.elors, it will he uaeful to .pend sometime now in the 
description of the subject. a. they reveal themselve. in the questionnaire. 
The mo.t .triking characteristic of thl. group of priest. i. the 
D.U11lber of cour .. s taken in counsellna and p.ycbDloQ. Of the forty-three 
subjects of thi. experiment, only .ix do not have further formal training 
in p.ychology (beyond the miniDlum of three coun.eling cour •••• ) It Hems 
to be that •• the priest acquires fir.t hand exp.rience in hi. formal 
coun.elina practicum, he 'beCome8 DDre aware of hi. deficiencie. and U.m1ta-
tiona and tries to .. et the chall ••• by spencU.na time and effort in order 
to bee .. a better counselor. Over half of the respondents are at the 
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Master's level or its equivalent (30 ___ .ter credits of graduate cour .. s). 
It was decided then to take the Master's level or its equivalent as the 
cutting point for a further exploration of inter-group differences. This 
second part of the study bad been previously suggested by Keller (lt6}). 
One inter.sting possibility would be a coapariaon 
between the priests of Group I (priest-counselors) 
who ree-ei va the mf.ni'a1m of three counaeU.ng courses 
and the priest of Group I who had additional courses 
in ,sy<,:holoI1. It was asaumed in the present esperiMnt 
that differences within the espertmantal group were 
insianificant (p.69). 
It happens also that tho .. priests with higher training tend. to be 
older in age than those with le.. than a Muter'. level of training. The 
relationship is likely due to t~e fact that the counseling training i. 
taken after ordination and that tho.e who have gone into further training 
have done it on a part tiM 'baaia that take. a mtIIIber of years to complete. 
Those, then, 10118er o1:datn.ed have bad more ti:me for further traintDa. 
Of the forty-three reapondents, nineteen priest-coun.elors (hereafter 
called Group AIJ, or 44.2 per cent, completed three or 1DOre course. but tbey 
are below the Haster's level. The reat of the group or twenty-four (here-
after called Group I), or 55.8 per cent, have attained a Master's level of 
trataing or its equivalent. 
Of those in group A only six did not have furtber training in psycholoO 
although two of them explain their intereat by private study and reading. 
Seven have had between one and four semester courses, three have had 
between five and seven undergraduate and graduate courses in psychology. 
J 
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The other three list their further training in workshops during the summer 
and the school year. According to the information furnished by Baute (1965) 
some of the workshops at the eves laat six months involVing supervised 
counseling and regular discussions. The courae' .)It often cited were: 
Personality, Abnormal Paychology. Mental Health. Group Dynamics, Develop-
MIltal Psychology, and B.eU.gious Psychology, in that order. Thes. figures 
are shown in table four. 
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TABLE 4 
EXTENT OF FUITHU. TRAINING IN PSYCHOlDGY 
(N-43) 
Group A Group B Total 8s 
Extent no. Ss no. Se 
No training 6 0 6 
Workshops ) 0 ) 
1-4 Courses 7 0 7 
5 ... 7 Courses ) 0 ) 
Master'. degre. 
or equivalent 0 24 24 
Total 19 24 43 
Aie !f!9 date of oriinat!on 
The age of the respondents was seattered from 30 to 54. 
As it was stated previously those with .. re training (Group B) 
tend to be older than those with 1e.8 training (Group A). There i. 
allO a relationship between chronological aga and years of ordination. 
The frequenca distribution for chronological age and years of ordination 
can be •• an in table five. 
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TABLE 5 
CHRONOLOGICAL AGE AND YEARS OF ORDINATION (1'11'43) 
(Group 1..·19, Group :8=24) 
Years 
Age Group A Group B Group A Group B OrdalDe4 
30-31 3 1 2 1 4-5 
32-33 2 0 2 0 6-7 
34-35 2 0 2 0 8 .. 9 
36-37 4 6 3 4 10-11 
38-39 2 3 3 4 12-13 
40-41 1 5 1 7 14-1' 
42-43 2 5 2 3 16-17 
44-45 3 0 4 1 18-19 
46-47 0 1 0 1 20-21 
48-49 0 2 0 1 22-23 
54-55 0 1 0 2 24-30 
Total 19 24 19 24 
!!tvte of IDlent Brk 
In inquiring the nature of their pre.ent work. 30 (69.8~) indicated a 
full p.storal work. Nine (20.9'&) reeponded "Pastoral-educational." and 
two (4. 71) indicated an educational werk that seems to be proper of tho.e 
who teach and/or are counselors in the minor seudnary. Two listed "other" 
kinds of work. One is a.signed to administration of child care and the 
other to social work. They are included hera beeause their records show 
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that before their assignments they were engaged in counseling and that they 
still spend .ome time in counseling activity. the figure. are in table six. 
TAlJL1t 6 
NArUU OF ftlSDr WOH (N=43) 
Type of Work Group A Qroup B Total Ss 
Pastoral 15 15 30 
Pastoral-educational 2 7 9 
Seminary 1 1 2 
Other 1 1 2 
Toul 19 24 43 
Isonemtc ola.. If aarilb 
The mo.t frequent eoonomic cla.a mentioned i8 middle cla.s. Six 
reported t'low" economic c1a.s and two ttlow-work1n,g. If Ten reported 
'WrIting .. middle" and nineteen "middle" class puishea. Only three 
considered. their pUiah on the upper clas. and another three reported 
DOt U.vina ln a rectory at this time. Flgures are found ln tab I. savell. 
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TABLE 1 
ECONOMIC CLASS or PAliISK (N-43) 
Cla •• Group A Group B 'lotal sa 
Low 4 2 6 
Low-working 1 1 2 
Working-middl. 3 7 10 
Niddla 9 10 19 
Upper 0 3 3 
No pariah 2 I 3 
Total 19 24 43 
pate of tr.1ntng 
A total of five reapcmdent ,tie.sa .tarted ... early as 1956. Only 
one of the respondenta ,sarted .. late as 1964. All of them have had 
enough time to reflect upon the counseling training and experience. 
Figures are found in table eight. 
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TABLI 8 
DATE or THE rUST COUNSBLOO COURSE (N-43) 
Group A Group B 
2 , 1956 5 
0 3 1957 3 
4 I 1958 5 
3 6 1959 9 
2 2 U~ 4 
4 6 1961 10 
0 2 1963 2 
1 0 1964 1 
19 24 
Ps¥Is apeat in coum1iPl weeklI 
The number of hours spent in counseling by pri.st-counselors, on the 
average ..... to reflect al.o the amount of training. Thos. priest .. 
counselors with DDre training spend more hours weekly in counseling than 
those with Ie.. training. While the largest number of priest-counselors 
of Iloup A spend from OM to three hours weekly. the largest number of the 
prl •• t-coun .. lors of Group B spend 'between four and eight hours weekly. 
It .... that those priest-counselors with more interest in coun.eling 
spend more time in training and longer hours in counseling weekly. Figures 
are found in table nine. 
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TABLE 9 
HOOB.S SPENT IN COUNSELING WlULY (N-43) 
No. of hours Group A Group B Total Ss 
1-3 9 3 12 
4-8 7 13 20 
9-13 3 4 7 
14-18 0 3 3 
20-30 0 1 1 
Total 19 24 43 
In its pUrpOH of presenting the findings and describing the personality 
characteristics of priest-counaelors, the first part of the study will 
compare the Kuder and HKPI profil •• of the experimental group of forty-three 
dioce ... n priests with counseling training (or Group II) with a group of 
eighty-eight dioee. ... n priests with only a regular seminary training (or 
Group I). The scores of this group of priests without counseling training 
are available through ~taugh's study 1964. 
Of the available scores of 90 subjects from lfurtaugh' s study. 88 were 
selected for this ltudy. Two subjects were discarded becauN their unusual 
profil.. were highly questionable. Their scores seemed to have been 
suspected al80 by Murtaugh. Since the origiul answer sheet were not ... i1-
able, it was thought best to simply eU.m1.nate the scores of these two 
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subjects. This leaves us a group of 88 priests without counseling training 
who can be compared with the group of prieats with counseling training. 
As previously indicated, the prieats without counaeUng training 
belong to the aame geographical area of the United Statea aa the priest-
counselors. To be more apecif1c they co. from Mtlwaukee, Wiaconsin. 
Perhaps it could be arsued that thta ia not a good group for comparison. 
Jut for practical reasons this was the group chosen. There are DO available 
scoras for priestl from a geographical area closer to tha experimental group. 
Besides, the Milwaukee seores are quiet recent, and tba ... instruments 
were u .. d in the experiment as 1n the present one. H:llwaukee has the same 
urban and industrial characteristics ... Chicago. and the aeminary training 
from one diocese tOaDOther varies very little. It should be remembered 
that the curriculum of studies and training in the seminaries is regulated 
by the Sacred Congregation of Seminaries in .,. and therefore, tend to be 
quite uniform. State and private Collegea have much DOre independence and 
greater flexibility in their curriculuma than aeminarie.. Goodatein (1954) 
however. in testing. group of college students from different geographical 
regions of the United States found a characteristic male college profile 
but "'no evidence to support the notion that geographical differences are 
significant determinant a of MHPI means" (p • .57.5). 
The priests from M11waukee have tba same seminary background. the same 
type of urban parish work. and for the .st part have experiencect the same 
ktDd of priestly functions .s any of the priesta from Chicago. Keller (1961) 
so 
reports that there are DO significant differences between dioceaean priests 
who volunteer for the counseling program and those who do not. Priest-
counselor. before their training are not different from the average diocesean 
priest. lor all of the.e reasons. the available Kuder aDd HMPI score. of 
eighty-eight priests from Milwaukee ordained between aeven aDd ten years 
ago will be used as ter. of comparison in describlDg the interests aDd 
personality characteristics of priest-couns.lors. 
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B - THE INSTlWMElflS 
The second part of this chapter will be devoted to a brief description 
of the well known instl'1.lMnt. used in this .tudy, and how they have been 
applied to measure the inter-relationship of interests and other per.onality 
characteristics. 
In this thasis the KUder Prefereace "cord-Vocational, Form BI, and 
the M1lmesota )lsltiphasic Pereoulity Inventory, Group Form, have been used 
for the measurement of interests and personality characteristics. 
The Kuder is one of the DOst popular interest inventorie.. Its 
approach is to identify a small DUmber of preferenc.s in nine broad areas: 
Mechanical, Computational, SCientific, Pernasive, Art1atic, Literary, 
MUlical, Social Service, and Clerical. 
When the different interest. of the subject have been identified, then 
he can search for a .ore specific occupation within the field of his 
preference. It i8 f.1Iportant to 1IOte whether the perHU's interests are of an 
active participation or of a passive appreciation. At the .... time tt shoul 
be remembered that the Kuder score. are only an indication of the pereon's 
interests, of what he enjoys doina, but DOt of what hIa is able to do. 
The Me!!!l lists a Job Chart classifying the scores for different 
occupations. They are "occupational indiceaK or statistical summations of 
the similarity of the examinee's interest profile to that of the occupation 
in question (Super and CriteaI962). 
The most significant acores are those above the 15th percentile. When 
there are DO high scores, then tho .. at the 65th percentile should be 
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taken into consideration. Many times low scorea are aleo of great signifi-
cance. A low score could indicate at times a lack of a trait which ba. 
been found to be related to Rcceas in a given occupation. 
The luder baa a number of characteristics which makes its use in 
high school and college guidance programs particularly advantageous. Super 
points out that the scoriDl of the inventory, the ease with which students 
participate in scorina. converting acore., and plotti. the profile, lending 
itself to interpretation of results and discussion. of their tmplications, 
8i ve the luder many advantages over other inventorie •• 
.. search baa .hown that the Kuder can successfully differentiate among 
occupations (luder, 1960; Pierce-Jones, 1959). It faces more difficult 
taak when the profile of interests for different occupations is closely 
related ••• Yet studies such u those 'by Baas (1950>' Brody (1957), Reed, 
Lewis aDd WOlins (1960), aDd Triggs (1948) on psychologista, foreatera, 
enaineera, and nurse. have ahoWl'l that the luder can diacrtminate -III sub-
typea of varioua occupations. Sternherg (l9SS) hes shown that curriculum 
choice can al .. he differentiated b y the luder. 
So, while there is ItOMI evidence that the Kuder can differentiate 
between occupatlol'l8 aDd hetwae sub-types witb.in the a __ occupational 
area, there is DO information on the differentiation of inter.st pattern. 
for a group, sucb. u priest-coun.elor, who share a eoaplex of interests 
attributed to two clitterent occupational groups. This atudy inteDd. to 
provide preliminary f:lndinas on the interest of priest-counaelors aDd so to 
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coul4er ~M aIJ11lt7 of the lCadet' to dlffereatiate __ .. the nlated fle14. 
of dle "eeeuw" ... tM ... llalou. couuelor. 
'l'IIe... 1. a _tlc .1'1'01' 1a ftpt'dlaa aD latenat laveator)' .. 
exclu.l ... l,. tbat, foqettlaa that lat ... ts aBCl penoul1ty .... laatl'lcabl. 
(Brow, 19.54). SiDe. OM of the. ptII'pOH' of t1l1 •• tud7 la to cle8C'ri1M the 
lat.n.t-pft' .... 11ty ,.~ten of ,rl •• t-COtIIlMlol'., lt 1. of value to _t. 
that a ...... of .tudt •• caa he ahova to clUfenatiate apecUlc latere.'-
penoaalU:,. tJpe. I .... all other. (Iordt., 1943). 
'I'M .. Rbatlc tI'lacl of tile Ltte1'8.I'1. Mtl.tlc, aad "_I.cal aule., for 
ex8IIIple, aact tlle klaat.Ulc-techaleal cl •• ter of lllten.t ..... to rap .... at, 
acconi. to Super .... Crite. (1962), voutt.aa1 ezp ..... l ... of clUfftAllt 
va,. •• f haadl1Dl latel'peZ' ... l nlatiou1lipa. ...... aDd crtte ....... t 
furdm' that _ .,Iect:l. ... dleorJ of taten.t •• at tab copt ..... of & 
1'.1&t1ouh" 'betwea :l.1l ...... t. ADd tM ......... 1&,.." of peI1lOlt8U.ty. 
rn. tbeb' nvt_ of tile ......... to I1SS, »81.,. ADd BapnIah COIIClucle 
tbat "then 18 __ ...... t ill the n...-ch Uta for ... of OUI' cultural 
.tenotype •• f pftaoaa11t7 c __ terlat1c. of ...... of var:l.ou. _ ..... tl ... 1 
pou.p." (p.132). Tlli. 1. DOt ....,rl.l...iDee eceup&t1oul cbole. ,. all 
apre.lloa 01 kate ........ U.ty or ....... tioa ADd eM ADd IIMNI ... tl.". 
Nate MM_ • 
• atter .. (19sa) .... al_ nvf.ewcJ ...... &1 .bdl •• la thf.. ana and 
cncludec1 tUt ft. per .... U . .,. .. aclju.c.eat ... 1& wilt_ ....... aectal 
.. J .. c.eat .... 1OC181U.t.7-01' wbtch baa -.ay lu. 18 till ........ w111 
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apparently correlate Degatively with technical intereata in literature and 
the arta, and al.o with social welfare interesta." (p.267) The author 
suggeated that the typical coneentration of interests in artistic, literary. 
and musieal activities among the emotionally diaturbed may reflect prefer-
eneea for professional level occupations rather than naeessarily for the 
specific "talent" occupations. 
IVeRS (1947) used the lUder score a to find possible ravealina contrast 
1n the intereats of "thiDiiD8 extroverts" and Itint'roverts. It He found 
significant differenees for the Literary, Social Se1'Viee, and Persuasive 
8ealea. The "extroverts" ranked low in Literary and Social Service interests 
in contrast to a mediwa degree of intereat in both types of activities for 
the t'introverts." The introverts ranked low in iDterest in Persuasive 
activities whi.1e the extroverts sbowecl a .. iwa degree of Persuasive intereat 
The other differeaces ware not statiatically significant, but there was 
some evidence that the extroverts ranked higher in Mechanical and Clerical 
inter. st. than the introverts, while the int'rovert. were more interested 
in SCientific, Artistic, MUsical, aDd Computational activities than the 
extroverts. 
In one paper Forer (1951) concludes that "emotionally disturbed 
per.an •••• teDd to reject ..... chanical, computational, aDd clerical as well 
aa acientific activities ••• They tend to prefer literary. perluasive. and 
_sieal activities." (p.378) And in a later paper (1'53) he pOints out 
that the "disabled" group (nth neurotic and psycho8Olllltlc dlaorder.) is 
s1gnlflcantly lower than the DOTII group in .. chanical intereat and 
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significantly high in Neial service intere.t. 1f (p.366) 
It i. a curiou. faet, Forer .. y., that nearly all the cU,aabled group. 
show .ignificant Social Service intere.t. Are we to conclude, therefore, 
that .eriou.ly di.turbed per8On. should be coun.elor. or clergymenf Of 
course not. It 1a IIIOre probable that the high Social Service intere.t of 
maladju.ted person. i. an expre •• ion of their fuDda1lental interpersonal 
anxiety and depenclenee on others. 
One other inve.tigator. Steinberg (1952), working with neurotic 
veteran., found that th.ir Kuder profile i. characterizH by low Mechanical 
and Scientific intere.ts and high Literary and MU.ical intere.t.. There i., 
he say.. the tendence for the relatively -.ladjusted group to prefer occupa-
tional areas which are characterized by: 1) &1'l ..,hasis on fantasy rather 
than on practical performanee and 2) the requirement of a high order of 
talent for succ •••• together with a high rewud for reachiDg .ucce •• , i ••• 
th.y have more unreali.tic vocational aspiration •• 
..... n (1955) working with 141 tuberculo.i. patienta maintain. that 
hi •• tudy indicate. thet htsb. .eore., 75th percentile or above, on the 
Social Service .eale of the lUier are augge.tive of di.turbance in .ocial 
and interperaenal relationahips, at lea.t for tuberculo.is patienta. He 
al.o found thathlgh .core. on the Per.ua.ive .cale tend to go with high .core I 
em the Social Service scale. He sugg.ats that the lCuder could help the 
coun •• lor to be more •• n.itive to the adju.taent probl... of tbe client •• 
He propo ••• that in the.e adju.tant. problema are found soma source. for 
vocational preferenee •• 
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Klugman (1957) compared the luder profil.s of 100 mal •• who had been 
diagnosed as fuctionally psychotic with those obtained by Steinher,'s 
(1952) ueurotic croup, and lUder's "normal" base group. Except for the 
Mechanical area, no significant mean difference. were found between this 
p.ychotic group and Kuder's normal 'baH group. Klugman reached the opinion 
that "no definite relationship exists 'between the emotional status. person-
ality trait., or diagno .. s and vocational interest patterna as preHntly 
measured." (p.61) But in a later article (1960), Klugman compared the 
luder profiles of 60 .. Ie patients in partial remisaion in a veteran 
administration DlUropsychiatric hoapital vith tho.e of 60 normal male 
veterans. As in other studies, the neuropsychiatric population revealed a 
significant preference for Social Service, Mu.ical and Literary intere.ta 
and a significant disinclination for Mechaatcal activities. 
Dras,ow aDd Cerkhoff (1964) a4a1nistered the lUder to a group of 
thirty psychiatric patients before and after therapy. Their findings "P'ee 
with previous reports in the senae that the Artistic, Literary and "ieal 
scales of the PlYChiatric patienta were h1ahly elevated 'before therapy. 'I1te 
Social Service vas alao high while the Mechanical acale was the lowest. 
They found that after therapy the acorea of lUder ahowed a statistically 
significant difference. The -.corea cb.anaed 8ip1ficantly on the Artistic, 
Literary, and .sical but not in the Social Service scale.. They interpret 
their findings ln the senae that a. psychotherapy progre .... a patient's 
need to escape from reality decre.ses, and, theref.re, hi_ scores on the .. 
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scale. decline. But as they wiaely remark, although psychiatric patients 
are elevated in these scales, it does not mean that all individual. who 
seore high in the same .eales are psychiatric potential. 
Thus, the result. of various research studies tend to agree. Interest 
are an aspect of the per.onality develop.nt ahaped by both, hereditary 
and eDVironmental factors. Intereat, as aspect. of the personality, iavolve 
both acceptance and rejection of pos.ible liDe of activiti.s. The typical 
worker, for ill8tanee, interested in thinga obtains seores which are nega-
tively related to scorea which measure a liking for persons and social 
situationa. (Hahn and Maclean, 1955) 
The Minnesota Mult1pha.ic Per80nality Inventory constructed by 
Hathway and Mennla,. at the University of Hinneaota is a clinical inatrument 
"desiaDed to provide, in a single test, scorea on all the more important 
phases of peraonality." (Manual, 1'51, p.5) 
The inventory con.ists of 5SO aelf-descriptive items. They cover a 
wide range of subject matter classified under twenty.six headings and r~ 
iug from seneral health and gastrointestinal difficultie., habitat family, 
occupations, aex phob1aa, and IIIOrale to the subject'. attitude in taking 
the teat and hi. wil1iagnes. to reveal lWuelf. 
There i. DO time l1m1t for the acbaim.strat1on of the inventory but 
it usually takes from 60 to 90 mtnutes, ao.t1mes less, depending on the 
subject. According to the Hleu!l little in.truction and supervision is 
required. "The examinee can, for example, work on the teat a. he aita in a 
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waltins I'oom." 
The acores are grouped in four validating acales and ten clinical 
scales, the pattern of which ia much .ore important than the isolated 
acor... The rationale behind the construction of the validating scales 
(question, lie, validit,y, and a suppressor variabl.) is to identify individ-
uals whose responses are untrustworthy for one or several reason.. These 
seal •• can detect the "faked" profile, the defensive_s. or extr_ Hlf-
criticalnes., and the .ub~.ct'a UDWillingnes. to cooperate. The .. acale., 
then, esttm&te the adequacy with which the otber scale. picture the 
individual'. per.onality. 
The personality profile i. de.cribed by ten clinical scales: the 
ao-called ''neurotic triM" with the Hypochondria.is (He), the Depre •• iem 
(D). and the Hy.teria (By) .cale.; the ''psychotic triad' with the Paranoia 
(Pa), the Psycheatenia (Pt), and the Schizophrenia (Be) acale.. The othar 
four acale. are the followlDl: the paycbopathic Deviate (N), the ltaaculin-
ity-fea1n1nity (Mf), the Hypomania (Jfa), and the Social Introverlion (Ii) 
scal... Current practice encourqe. the UN of the scales by numbera in 
order to facilitate the interpretation and codiDa of the profile •• 
The Kaaculill1t1"'fainiDity (Mf) scale ia frequently referred to as 
an interest .cale.(Cottle. 1953). It ..... to expre •• an interest in 
acU,vit1e. cteal1D& with inani-te objects (_aculinity) versus a likina 
for activities 4ealina with people, language and idea. (femininity). 
Collese students, for e:u:mple, tend towarci greater fea1n1ty in their 
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interests. Prie.t-couftaelors are also expected to acore high in this acale. 
The MHPI w. constructed ul1ns a norative 'Dlple of seven hundred 
men and women from Minneaota wheat that tu. were not under psychiatric 
care. The Social Introveraion (8i) .cale waa later developed by Drake (1946) 
for ".,.11 and then for _n by Drake and ruede (1948) 
Items were a,signed to the acale, on the basia of the different 
answer. given by 221 psychiatric patient" 724 "normal" peraon., 265 coll.ge 
applicant. and atmilar groups. The teat-rete,t rellabilitie. of .ach scale 
have been generally high, ranaina approximat.ly from • 71 to .83. 
The MKPI waa de.ianed with p.ychiatric diagno.is as a crit.rion but 
the authors .oon discard.d such a claia. In elf.nical work "the shape of 
the total profile 1s of great.r significance than the .levation of '!nale 
Icores. To get the DIOat out of this inatru.nt, the cliniCian 1II1at treat 
the data in a configural rather then an atomi.tic fa.hioa~ (Hathaway and 
Meehl, 1956, p.137) Moreover, the proper interpretation of the MMPI 
profile. ahould be done on the baais of additional information about the 
subject and. with due consideration to any other circumatance. that could 
influenc. the te.t acores. The ua.r of the ta.t 1II1at build up a repertoire 
of information from the Atl!s for the CUnisa1 ue 2f the HHPI (Hathaway 
and Meehl, 1951), his clinical experience, and the large number of studi.a 
which yearly appear in the paychological journal •• 
There haa been considerable work on the r.lation.hip between intereat 
and peraonality inv.ntori •••. aprinsing from the h1POth.aia that intere.t. 
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are merely an aapect of the. persona11ty. The question bas long existed 
whether people get into a certain occupation a. a result of their particular 
personality or Whether the personality is largely a result of being in a 
certain occupation. A clear answer is difficult and thia study dealing with 
the specific group of priest-counselors cannot but attempt to test the 
hypothesis that there is some relationship between personality and interests 
8S measured by the Kider and the MHPI. At this time a sample of the res.arch 
done in this area with the ltuder and the MMPI will be sU1lllllrbed. 
The results, aa Patterson says (1958), appear to depend on the instru-
ments used and the subjects teated. It haa bee. f\JUnd. for example, that 
the MMPI acales are related to the range of intereat •• (Berdie, 1946) On 
six of the nine clinical scales, people with a broad range of interest. 
ecore lower than people with a narrower range of intereats. 
Trigg., in a paper read to the American Psychological Association in 
1941, reported the correlations found between the Kuder and the MMPI .cores 
of a group of students. The reeulta showed that in th ••• men Mechanical 
intereat was significantly and negatively correlated with Psychopathic 
Deviate and feminine tendenCies, Coraputational interests with Par&DOic; 
Scientific with Paranoic and 'sychatenic, and Social Service with Depressive 
tendenciea. On the other band, Musical interests were significantly and 
poSitively related to psychasteBic and Schizophrenic; Clerical inter.sts 
were allO po81tively related to Depressive, 'syehastenic. and Schizophrenic 
teWienc:i.s. Better personality adjust_nt was characteristic of students 
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with Mechanical, Computational, Scientific, and Social Service intereata, 
as compared to students with Musical and Clerical intereata. As triggs 
pointed out, "The correlations found in thia atudy suggest that there are 
some r.lationshipa between the p.reonality as Maeur.d 'by the MKPI and the 
lO.'R. U The 3S aubjecta were, neverthel.... too few to reach any algn1ficant 
conclusion. 
Levis (1947) studied the MMPI and the Kuder scor.s of two groups: 
fifty life insuranc. ...leamen, and flfty social workers. Be found cliffer-
encea between the meana of the eleven 11fe inaurance eal .... n scoring highest 
on the luder Persuasive aeale and of the eleven scoring lowe.t on the aame 
seale. The difference a were ... 11 but in the ... clirectlon, i.e. "on all 
the MMPI .cal •• , _ana of the group aeorlag low on the Persuaaiv. acale 
were more 'abnormal' than were _an. of the group aeoring high on this 
seale.·f (p.200) ADl:)ng the social workers he fOUDd that tho .. acoring low 
in Social Service intereat hacl higher .. ana on all the HHPI seales except 
the Iff seale. The only exception va. in the Ic scale. Be concluded then 
that there is a relationship between occupational interesta and personality 
as _aaurad 'by the JWcler and the MMPI, but that peraona who are unintereated 
ln their work tend to make 1I)1:oe • abaormal " scor.a on the MMPI than those 
who are interested. 
reather's stu.y (1950) with S03 University of Michigan studente 
compared "normal" aad "Maladjuate'" students on the luder accordina to the 
elevatlon' on T-scores of the HMPI (70 or above). The noral group had 
stronger Mechanical and Scientiflc interesta. while the maladjusted scored 
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higher on the MUsical, Literary. and Artistic scales. 
There 18 oae interesting study reported by Sternberg (1956) in which 
he adm1n1stered the Kuder and the MKPI to 270 DOrmal male college students. 
Correlations between the scores on the tests showed two different trends. 
The first one,which he calls "aesthetic," clusters with Literary. Artistic, 
and Musical interests and higher MMPI scores. the second one, or the 
"scientific-technical." clustars with ScientifiC, Computational, and Mechan-
ical interests and lower scores on the MMPI. These are the interests 
(aesthetic and scientific-technical) which are seen as an expression of 
different ways of hanlding interpersonal relationship.. Persons with 
aesthetic intere.ts probably tend toward art, literature and music, aecor~­
in,g to Sternberg, because of their "needs for feelings of individuality 
and uniqueness and the need for interpersonal relationships. tt (p.95) Thi. 
seems to be proper of a person who wants to remain emotionally uninvolved 
with people while receiving the recognition and applau.e for activities 
that give him an opportunity for interpersonal relationa carried out fro II 
a distance. Scientific-technical interests may be "related to needs for 
order, control and predictabUity. f. '1'hey are proper to persou who seek 
seeurity through conformity and gains for their low eaotional demands from 
a kind of work in which interpersonal relations are rather peripheral. This 
interpretation of two clusters of interests is a beginning in the uDderstand-
ing of the part that personality plays in occupational interests. Of 
Sternberg's sixteen significant positive correlations between tbe KUder 
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and the MMPI scale., all but one involved the Kuder "aesthetic" scale., and 
of the •• venteen negative correlations aU but two involved the ' .... sculine" 
interests of the Kuder. (1) H18 conclusion was that "in the present popula-
tion, there is a definitive tendency for interests in aesthetic activities 
to be poaitively associated with an inclination toward maladjust.nt.·· 
(,.94) 
There are few studies done with religious personnel in .tudyina the 
relationship of interest to ,ersonality. They have heen cited before and 
they vill be .. ntioned now briefly in connection with this topic. Gorman 
(1961) and MCDonagh (1961) divided the groups of .eminarians in "high" aDd 
"normal" groups, according to their scoring on the !llPI. In Gorman's 
study those with higher MMPI scores had the .... rank order of interest. as 
whole group. The only exception wa. the Clerical and Artistic intere.ts whic 
ranked respectively s~ and seven in the entire group and seven and s~ in 
the high group. McDonaah in c01!llparing hi. t~i&h" group with the entire 
group notice. that the "profile for the thight group flattens out but does 
not .... to have any aignificant difference in intere.ts. It 
MeCarthy (1952) studied the relation.hip betwaen intere.t. and per8onal-
ity by testing a group of 94 male liberal arts colle,e students, SO of whom 
were aspirants to the religiou8 life. He administered the lCuder. the 
Catell S~teen Personality ractors QuastioRDaira. and the Strona scale--
Diocesean Prie.t. The religious group scored significantly higher tban the 
lay aroup on tha Social Service .cale and showed .. lower Persuasive interest. 
The .... interest was differently associated in the two different groups. 
The Social Service, for instance, vas a.sociated with neurotic emotionality 
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with the religious group, and with character stability with the lay group. 
The Literary interest was associated with submissiveness in the religious 
group, and with radicaU81'Il and p.s81m_ with the lay group. 'the conclusion 
from the study is that interests are related to personality traits, that 
certain of the.. relationahtps may be generali.ed from one occupational group 
to another, but there are relationships which are unique to a particular 
occupational group. 
Finally, Wauck (1956) in the study previously _ntioned found that, 
among .. jor seminariana, the Masculinity-femininity acale of the MMPI 
correlated neaatively with Mechanical and Scientific intereata and poaitively 
with Muaical intereat. The Pwrauaaive intereat aeale .f the Kuder correlated 
p •• itively with the Hyateria, 'aychopathic Deviate, aDd Bypoman1a seales 
of the MKPI. 
The stat_nt of Strong (1943) appears to s111llDU'i.e atudies on the relatiClin 
of personality and intereat in normal subjects. "tnter.su aa _aaured today 
are related aomewhat to certain personality factora aad attitudes." (p.341) 
the studies point to __ relationship within the normal range between mal .. 
adjuatment and certain typea of intere.ta, aa MuSical, Literary and Artiatic 
intereata. But as Patterson (1958) cautions, a number of uncontrolled 
factprs enter into moat of the studie., such as age, education, and intelli-
genee, that sugg.at caution in accepting the conclusiona. Subjects with 
college education are expected to ahow more interest in ... called feminine 
occupationa, and in social welfare occupations. The important distinction 
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could be in terms of whether the.e interests are valid and vocationally 
significant in teta. of their aptitude. and abilities or they are a 
fulfillment of a neurotic need. 
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C .. STATISTICAL nOCBDUB.E 
In the lud.r. raw score. vere u •• d to compute tM mean. and .tanclard 
deviations on each of the nine 8cale8 for the two group •• 
In the MMPI, each anaver .heet va. hand-scored for each of the four 
validating scale. and each of the ten clinical .cale.. Thi. procedure 
yielded raw .cor.. on each of the fourteen scale.. The.. raw .eore8 were 
translated into T-.core. with a mean of 50 and a st&Ddard deviation of 10. 
The T- Bcores were olltained by the addi tan of It or some percentqe of It on 
five of the clinical scal.s (Ba, N, Pt, Sc, Ma). These corrected scores 
were couverted in T-score. by the t.ransformation talll.s given in the Ma_al. 
In order to test the first null hypothesis that there are DO 8ignificant 
differences on the luder and the MMPI performances of prieBts without counsel-
ina training (Group 1) and pri.st. with counseling training (Group II). the 
means, the standard deviations and the probabllitl •• for the difference 
between the means were calculated. The null hypotheat. will be rejected 
at the .05 level of confidence. The SOcial Introversion (81) scale vas not 
used for thls part of the study due to the lack of Sl scores for the subjectB 
of Group I. Since the direction of the dlfferenees could not be predlcted, 
two-talled tests were employed. 
A crltical ratio (or t-t.st) vas obtained to test the differences 
between the means of the ruder ancl IfHPI. The null hypothesl. states that 
there are no Bignifieant inter-group dlfferences between plie.t-coun •• lors 
\ 
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that could be .ttributed to different level. of tr.ining (tho .. with a 
tr.ining below the Ma.ter'. level or Group A. and thoae with. Ma.ter'. level 
of training or ita equivalent or Group B.) The DUll hypothesi. will be 
rejectad at tha .05 level of confidence. A two-talled te.t was also u.ed 
in this ca.e. 
For the thrid part of this .tudy. i.e. ob.erving the relation.hip 
between inter •• t a.D.d pereonality prof11e. of Group I and Group II, the 
"41'8011 Procluct *-at of correlation w •• applied. By this .tati.tical 
procedure, it will be pouible to ...... the intere.ta and personality 
characteri.tics that are consi.tently a.8O¢1ated in either a positive or a 
negative direcUon. The .OS level of confic.tence wa. chosen in advance. 
CHAPTlIt IV 
A!ALYSlS OF gsgx,n 
Thia stud, has been undertaken with the purpose of describing the 
interests aDd peraonality characteriatica of a group of 43 priest-counaelora. 
The ~1ter's intention in the first part of this report is to coapare a Il'OUP 
of prieats with coun.eling training at Loyola UD1versity of Chicago with a 
group of priest without aueh training. The .. COY part of the stwa, conaists 
in an inter-group eoapar1sou of the prieat-eoun .. lors accordtng to their level 
of training. The third part will ObHrve the relatlon8hip between the 
interesta aDd peraonality characteristics of groups I and II. 
A prelt.1aary step before enterta& into the deEcription of the priest-
counselors group is to obHl'V8. if there ... e na, significant differeaces on 
the performance of both groups of priest a on the ICuder ancI the )lMpI. 
For the firat two ,arts of the ftftUch. the luder raw scores were uaecl 
to compute the -ns. the staadard deviationa. and the "tlf values for the 
difference between the _ans of both groups. In the.!lll.l. T-lCores were 
uaed to determ1ne the _ans. the standard deviatuna. and the "ttt values 
for the differenee of the _ana of both groupa in the MMPI. 
Table ten ,reaents the ftt" values for the difference between the _na 
of Groupa I and lIon the ICuder aeales. The table revea18 that the Clerical 
scale is the only one which is significant at the five per cent level of 
sign1fieaaee. Thua the fust au11 hypothesis that states that there are no 
.igntficant difference a at the .OS. level of confidence between the -.na of 
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the lWder scales of both S'C'OUPs cannot be rejected. There are no stgnifica.nt 
Jifferenees in U1 of the other eight seales of the Kuder. The .i1I1larity of 
interesta on both groups i8. therefore. strikin,g. Both groups have high 
scores in the Social Service and Musical scales. 
The high seales for clero-n. according to the Kuder Heel. are the 
Social Service and the Literary scales. Since both groups show as .. cond 
high the Musical scale, they depart aomehow from the national DOl"IU. Never 
les., the Literary scales are high enough (70th pereentile) to affira that 
they conform to the DOrIU of the Manual. 
The Social Service interest points to the rol. of nurturance aa a prt.ry 
motivating fore.. Nurturane. is d.fined as "to assist others less unfortunate, 
to treat others with kindness and IJDIP&thy, to forget others, to be generous 
with others, to show a great deal of aff.ction toward others, to have others 
confide in them about perSODal probl .... " (Grater, ICell and Mor ... 1961.P_ 9> 
The lowst scores for the priests of Group I are the Mechanical and Com-
ptational .eale., vhera. the ,..eehanical ancl the Clerical Hale. are for the 
priest-counselors of Group II. Whil£. GTnur I preseats four .eale. (Social 
Servlc., .sical. Lit.rary, and Art1st,~,,~) above the 50th percentil., Group II 
pr .... t. flve scales (the four of Group I plus the persuasive scal.). Both 
groups show two seal •• below the 50th perc.ntile but above the 15th percentile: 
Scientific and, 1erieal for Group I and Scientific and CoIIIputatioaal for Group 
II. The rank· order of the Kud.r scales for both group. can De seen in table 




f1tUVal.a for the Differencea Between luder kales Means 
of Priests of Group I and Priests of Group II 
Scale ~oup 1 Group II t 
Maan Mean 
Mechanical 54.72 59.46 1.406 
Computational 27.06 29.02 .975 
Scientific 54.27 54.33 .019 
Per8UUive 72.40 76.05 1.133 
Artistic 45.98 48.28 .816 
Liter .. ,. 54.04 54.60 .201 
Musical 23.52 23.60 .041 
Social Service 102.41 97.91 1.306 
Clerical 45.75 39.14 2.268* 
---------~.-----.--.-----.-------------------... --.-----.-.---------------
* significant at .05 level 
Group 1: 88 priests without counseling training 
Group II: 43 priest. with counseling training 
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Table II 
lANK. OIDD. AlG) PlaCDTILES roJ!l THE IDJ>ER SCALIS 
GROUl I AND GIOUl II 
-.. --------~--------.. ---.---.. -----.-~.---... ~ .. ~ .. -------------~.--
--.---.. ------.. -.--------------~ .. ----------------------------.... ----
Group I Group II 
13 
Scale pecentiles scale ,ereentiles 
SOcial Service 95 Soct .. l Service 
.s1"1 78 Musical 
Literary 69 L1.terary 
Artistic S4 Artistic 
Persuasive .9 Persuaa1ve 
Clerical 33 Scientific 
Scientific 29 eoq,utat1onal 
~tatioDAl 22 Ifechan1cal 
Mechanical 17 Cluteal 
Gtoup I: 88 pr1ests without counseling tnln1ng 











From the tablas and the profiles it can be observed that priest-counselors 
of GrOt.1p II tend to score above average on the Persuasive scale, while priests 
of Group 1 have a score 1'I.e&l' average. It seema to be that perhaps due to the1l' 
tr&1n1D1 the priest-counaelo;r. feel more comfortable in their re1&tiouship with 
people than the pri.sts of Group 1. This is 1n contrast with the f1nd1ng of 
Goran (1961) and McDonagh (1961). they both reached. the conclusion that the 
"'urians with high interest in working wlth people lacked 1n interest to 
deal in human :1nteracticm. It.... to be that priestl,. life tencfs to elevate 
this seale (~t 1964). and that pr1ests with c.ounaeU.1'l& train:1ng tend to 
1nereue their interest in face-to-faee relationship with people. 
According to the 1Ii9.1 "scores _11 above the 75th percentile c.an be r .... 
$larded with greater confidence. 11 Thes. ac.al.. below the 75th percentile are 
also as stan of an unusual interest. and the scores below the 25th percentile 
ahou14 be consid...a aa part of the profile. The _in reason for raldns the 
low scons into consideration is that _times "aa occupation 1ndieated by 
high sco'l'ea on __ scales should. 'be el1m1nate4 in vt.ew of the low scores on 
the other scal •• " (Ha.nual. 19'9.p.7). In the case of Groups 1 and. II. the 
low Co1J¥utat1ona1 and. Mechanic.al. and Mech&n1cal and Clerical interests do not 
interfere with the hiah interests show by the high scales. The finding. of 
thi. reaearch agree wit.h lCDbler' s (1964) statement that "men religious had. 
many fADdtd.. tntereata. If 
The s1gnificat cUfferenee between the two groups of priests li.s on the 
Clerical scale. Aceor4ing to the MIa1.fal, the Clerical scale "indtcates a pre-
ference for office work. U Althouah the Cled.cal scale 11 for both groups well 
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below the 50th percentile, prieata of Group I ahow or have a greater tendency 
for office 'WOrk and admin1.atrative chorea than pr1est-counulor8 of Group 11. 
Table two (He Chapter n: p.23) sbows that prt.at-COWUJelora compare ~ 
well with the data from other re11.gioua grOUPB. In all the gl'O'Up8 the highest 
score is on the Social SeJ:"liee .cale which 1s foll0we4 by the u.terary or the 
•. 8ical acale. On the other hand, the moat frequent low aeore. are on the 
MechanSeal, Computational, Scientific, c4 Clerical scale.. The ArtlBtic and 
Perauasive are above or near average. 
The only sl1ght dUfuenee noted between all re11.g1ous group. and the 
priest-counselors group (see Table 11".13) is on the trend for the latter 
group to .core higher on the Persuasive and Artiatic acales. ru. trend again 
would point to the fact that priest-coun_Iors a:re becom:lng more seuitive and 
feel bettu equipped to deal with people comfortable than. NJldnartans and 
prieBts without counseling tratntng. 
Table 12 prelenta same Kuder percentil.s for "secular" (Iaaa. 1959) coun-
.elor. and priest-counaelora. The literature reviewed in Chapter III for 
"secular" counselors 'hows consiatently high scores on the Social Service, Lt-
terary, Scientific, and ~tational. and low scores on the Hecbantcal, PUSU8 
sive, and Cleri.cal scales. The table agreel with theae findings ad preHnts a 
sample of such data. We see that while "secular" counselors score high in the 
Scientlfic and CoDputat1ona1 acales, pr1est-counaelol'a score very low on both 
of them. These two scales seem to uke the difference between these two groups 
of "aeeular" and "religious" counselors. They seem to point to a group of 
priests who an mentally unayateDatlc, aDd who lack organiHci work habita 
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hiest-counselors show exclusively feminine interests. while "secular" 
counselors tend to balance theBe interests with more masculine iuter.sta. Bo~ 
"secular" and priest-counselors. are simU.a.r in their Social Service aDd L1te~ 
sry interests. and in their low Mechanical and Clerical interests. 
On the other hand, priest-counselors show a higher Persuasive interest. 
The Persuasive interest "indicates a preferenee for meeting and pl'OlDOting pro-
jects or things to se·1" (Manual, 1969, p. 3) • 
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Table 12 
Ituder Percentile It.anks for ttSecular" Counselors 
and Priest-counselors 
Scale ft .. cularlt prie.t 
couns.lors counselors 
N .. 26 N" 43 
Machanical 23 21 
Computational 64 28 
Scientific 77 29 
Persuasive 33 S4 
Artist.ic 30 60 
Literary 86 70 
Musical SS 79 
Social Senice 90 92 
Clerical 32 15 
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This could be interpreted in the sen .. that f1secular" counselors are more 
permissive than priest-counselors, the latter, being priests, cannot rid 
themselves of the teudeey to proselytize, to "sell" religion.or to represent 
the .,ral law. If this i. tt:'Ue, then they .how a certain "qgreaalveness" 
proper of a sale amen. 
In 8\B1IDI.rY. both. "aecular" c::ounsfllors' aud priest-couaselors' tnterests 
are in accord with their national DOrms of the Kuder Hamlal for both occupa-
tions. 
The fact that priest-counaelora are more similar to their priest br0-
thers than to their counselor counteJ.'parts has not been interpreted as a bad 
sign by the present writer. There is no question the priests are helped by 
the c.ounseliq trainiDg, but thia training helps them to be __ better priest 
and not professiou1 counselor psychologists. They work as couuelors with-
in the frame of their priestly ·o-atlon. It is a good stan that they do not 
lose their identity. 
But while counselor psychologists show a good blend of interests ADd 
sensitivity in dealing with peo,le, they al80 present a high interest in 1.' .... 
search and progress in their field. The very low interest in the Scientific:: 
and Computational seales for priest-c:ounaelHs is an a1arm1Dg and unfortunate 
situation. As long .s this distate for researeh reains so great aaon.g 
priest-counselors, there ia little hope that they will question their ef-
fectiveness as counselors, and will carry the needed research in the field of 
Pastoral Counseling. Perhaps the train1Dg should give them an introd.uction 
to the bard methods of research, at le.s' to those werld.ng for the Muter's 
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degree. Perhap8 al80 this lack of interest in research explains the fact 
than only half of the priest contacted for this study felt motivated enough 
to cooperate with this project, and even 10, their Computational and 
Scientific interests are low. 
Table thriteen reveals the "t" values for the difference between the 
_ana of Group I and Group lIon the MMPI 8cales. There are no significant 
differences at the .05 level of confidence in any of the MMPI scales. Thus, 
the null bypothesb that states that there are no difference. significant 
at the five per cent level of confidence between the performances of both 
group. in the MMPI scale. cannot be rejected. 
Thi. does not _an that the difference. should be disregarded. nor that 
the MMPI i8 not providing meaningful information on the Expert.ntal Group. 
It doe. sugge8t. however. that we are dealing with two highly sim11ar groups, 
and that the differences should be interpreted in relation to other indepen-
dent information. if available. 
Figure three showe the similarity of both groups in their MMPI profiles. 
Both groups show a high score on the Masculinity .. femininity (Mf) scale. as 
it was expected. It is agreed among the writers that this scale reflects 
an interest in artiltic endeavours. This interpretation is aupporte4 by 
the "feminine" intere.tl of both groups in their Kuder performance. 
Both grOUPI show al" a biah score on the By8teria (By) scale. For 
Group II this scale is even higher than the !If 8ca1e. The By seale measures 
"the degree to which the luljact il 11.k.e patients who have developed converi •• 
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type hysteria symptcnu" (Hfm!!l. p.l'). Thus, the findings of this re.eareh 
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TABLE 13 
t Values for the Differenee Between 
Means of the MKPI Seal •• of Group & and Group II 
Group 1 Group 11 
Scale Means Means t 
L 46.91 ..... 
F 50.03 50.33 .314 
It 62.39 62.12 .191 
Hs 55.75 56.26 .324 
D 52.66 53.77 .694 
Hy 59.46 61.40 1.608 
Pd 58.90 57.88 .577 
Mf 60.04 61.16 .618 
Pa 57.04 56.19 .602 
Pt 56.93 57.07 ~088 
Ie 58.12 56.12 1.262 
Ha 58.11 57.67 .259 
S1 .. ... .. 46.81 .. .. 
Group 1: 88 priest without couns.ling training 
Group II: 43 pri •• ts with eoun .. ling training 
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FIGURE 3 
MMPI Profiles for Group I and Group II 
_______ Group I 
_______ Group II 
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are in accord with Murtaugh's findings. 
The third highest scale for both groups i8 the Psychopathic Deviate 
(Pd) 8cale. This scale meaaures "the similarity of the subject to a group of 
persons who.e mah difficulty lies in their absenee of deep emotional response, 
their inability to profit from experience, and their disregard for social lIOres " 
(Manual, p.19) 
While seminarians tend to score higher on the W. Pt, and Sc scales, 
priests of the Control and. Ixped ... ntal Group sc.ed hi,her on the Mf, Hy, a_ 
N scales. 
Hurtaugh's test-retest with 90 ordained seminarian. did not ~t 
the assumption made by others (Murray, 1957) that after ordination the ..,1 
scores drop sharply to nol'lU.l levels. On the contrary, in all but two scales 
(Wand Pt) there was a tendency to increase the level of the clinical Be;:'!.:'8, 
Murtaugh's finding has been also eonfirMd by this study. 
The envirom.nt of the aeminaries and houses of formation tend. no 
doubt. to foster an increa.. of elevation on some of the MMPI scales. Once 
priests leave such an environant the former scales (Pt aDd Be) tend to drop. 
but the new envirou..nt of active life tend to show an inerea.. on other scales 
(Hy and Pd) and, what is more 1mportant, the profile as a whole does not show 
a tendency to "drop back to uormal". 
Group I and Group II of thia study show marked elevationa on the E 
scale which auggeata that priests tend to diapla1 themselves in .. favorable lig t. 
Both groups show marked elevations on the Hy, Pd, and Hf scales. Moreover. 
there is a Ilight trend. for Group II to score higher than Group I on the He. D 
By, )If atad Pt scal •• , and lower on the Pd, Pa, Se and Ma .cal... The com-
paratlve raDk proflles for both group. can be found on table fourteen. 
Table 14 
lank Order of MHPI scal •• 
for Group I (N-88) and Group II (N-43) 












Before trying to describe the priest-counselora group it will be worth 
poillttng out that the results of tMs 8tudy aupport the idea that there are 
little if aDJ differences between the Milwaukee and Chicago dioc.... and 
seminari.s. 
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Slnee the purpose of thi. study 1. maln1y descrlptive in character, an 
attempt will be made to fulf:l.ll this ,oa! by inspecti.ng the profile of Group 
II. Because of the lack of .1p1fleant dlfferenees between the two groups, 
Group I also will be 1mplicityly described. 
In inapecting the profl1e for Group II, we observe that there an no 
"almoral" acales (T-score of 70 or above). All scales but two, Mf and »;Y, 
are wlthin one standard deviation from the mean. There 18 a trianale of Hr-Pd-
Nt ec.ales that Sives the _in patten to the prof tie. This profile w1th a 
peak score on the By aca.le supports the fact that "profil •• with peak scor.s 
on scale 3 (By) are 1IOre likely than DOt to be "'rate or low in elevatioD" 
(Dahlstro. and Welsh. 1960. p.93). 
The fact that all scales, ezcept J) and Sl, are at laut half a standard 
deviation froa the _an does not neeesurily lead to the coacluaion that we 
are dealiq with a dev1ant population. On the other baud, lt will be too .. .,. 
to assume, as the flrst reeearche. with aea1urtan groups did. that the *'1 
ncmaa do not apply to this .. lectecl population. There in DO question about 
the need of _tativ. studles for this population, but there i. a telllptat10n 
to .IC. frGII facina the fact that the MMPI reports aometenclenqo towards 
maladJust:Mnt in this population. It..... to be that other payeholoalsta do 
not r.sort 80 easily to this subterfuge wbea t.sttDa people in other occupa-
tions. It is difficult then to argue for or aga1ut this op::tn10D. s11lce Itudiea 
with priest have laged far behind other populations. Nevertheleas, there i. a 
tendeucy nowdays to accept a certain amount of deviation aa be1na tolerable in 
the religious life (lt8bler, 1964) t And Joe (1956) t in 8U\1IIal'1ziDg the research 
done with clergymen has this to aay: "In the religious groups there i8 a 
fairly high degree of neurotici_." (p.234) 
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Interpretation of the score. within the normal ranae (between T-.cores 
of SO and 70,) in which .11 of the Experimental Group lie ia an extremely 
delicate and d.ngerous enterprise. Consequently, the only prudent statement 
that can be made about the Experimental Group in a qualitative aen.e i8 that 
these prie.ts perform in a way 801B8What .bI1lar to the way. in which hysteric, 
effeminate (or highly cultured,) and aeocial p.,.ehopathlc perform on the MMPI. 
But caution abould be exervi.ed when interpreting clinic.lly derived measurea 
with normal popul.tion.. (IDdth, 1'59) 
With this said, .n attempt will be made to 80 further into the description 
of the Experiment.l Group. The validating scales tend to support the opinion 
that ·'priestl tend to be '01MWhat too cnacienttou. in their answer •• " (Berr, 
1962, p. 72) Their L and r 8core. are at the _an level but their It score is 
somvhat higher. Thi. It score with average values on the other v.Udating 
scale. is a common finding in records of subjects from upper adueatioDal 
levels (Dahlstrom and Wel.h. 1960. p.72) The high It score of the Experimental 
Group tend then, to reflect that, a. a group, the.e priest •• re very bone.t 
and incli<l8Ci to reveal thems.lves. Moreover. "a slight .levatiem of It is very 
common and uy even be • relatively good .1gn of geD8't.l adju.tment." (Drake 
and OettiD3, 1'5'. p. 32) DahlstrOll and Wel.h (1960) report that the It .cale 
v.lues of psychiatric and counseling c.... typie.lly riae after .uccessful 
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therapy. 
The inspection of the rest of the profile in relation to the K score 
supports the above statements. Angers (1963) notes that a soaewbat high K 
.core paired with an elevated Hy scale and without a high L seale. confirms 
the assumption that such a fairly high K score for this group is an indication 
of well functioning eao. 
The X score of the lxpu1aental Group related to the elevation of the By 
seale and the depression of the 8i score pictures these subjects as "takiua 
an ascendant role in relation with others, competitive with peers, conv.raat-
ionally faCile, and tending to be ostentatious and exhibitionistic ••• Thes. 
people usually have the eoctal skills and experience to carry off .uccesafully 
the _nt-tomoment r.quireants of a social situation, or if they bave qualms 
and insecurities, to cover thea under a facade of iapertubability.(Dahlstrom 
anet Walsh, 1960, p.l44) This description seeu to fit al" within the fr81llll 
work of their Social service and '.rsuasive inter •• ts on the Iud.r. 
Comiua now to the clinical "ale., we observe that the hiahest acore for 
the Bxper1aental Group is on the By seal.. Thi •• eale is direct.d toward 
the tendency to solve per8OD&1 problems by developins physical symptoms, such 
as gastroint.stinal complaints. The.. symptoms tend to appear especially 
under emotional stress and are used as an eseape raechani81a. The liMinas of 
this research supports then that nit.gieus population. tend to .. ek outlets 
for tension through concern about bodily functions. 
This bodily preoccupaticm or conversion aymptOlU .... to be _re 
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acceptable to the subjects of the Ixpertmantal Group, than the candid adat.· 
.ion of psychological difficulties. At the same time, this outlet helps 
them to function well at the high level of aDXiety that .. ems proper of the 
priestly life. Thus, this re~rt to pQ1sical disorders may appear only under 
stres., while in ordi1UU"1 cirCUlUtance. no clear perlOnality inaclequacy is 
readily deaonstrable.(Dahlstrom and Welsh, 1960) 
A lIDre positive picture of our subjects, according to their Hy score, and 
that fits well with the Mf and Si .cale. of the .,i an4 their "feminine" 
interests on the KUder is proper of lub4ects "prone to worry, talktive, 
generou., socially forward. affectionate, sentimental, grateful, lIilting well 
socially and with wide interest •• It (Dahlstrom and Welsh, 1960, p.18l) 
Thi. description ..... to be related also to the Social S.rvice interest 
of thi. group 11'1 the Kuder and their low Si seore on the MMPt. It pictures 
the group as interested in "social participation an4 iDYOlveMllt in activitles ~ 
It refl.cts, at the ... time, what Welsh and Dabl.suea (1956) call "work 
needs" that lead. to selectlve entrance aDd survival 11'1 a glven job. It ls 
prop", to persons wbD are kindly, lack ins1ght, amenable to group id .. s and 
with a nMd of Heial acceptance. The Mf scale of the MKPt and their Social 
Service lnterest suggest the fulfillment of such a need. 
The By lcale cocl1.ng wtth a low 8i, besid •• iuicatina a good general 
adjustment in social relation. may also pOint to a tendency toward aggre.sive-
nes. (Drake and Oetting, 1959) that in this ,roup ..... to be indicated al80 
by the Pereuaaive score of the Kuder. and their N score on the MMPI. At the 
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same time, the Mf seale operates a8 a controlling factor for auch agr •• aive-
nea.. On the whole there 1. then a lood blend of pa .. iv .... agre •• ive tendencie. 
The magnitude of seale 4 (Pel) .e ... to refl.ct the &ar ••• iva 
or ho.tile feelings and impul.e. tbat are to a .ignificant 
degree, whil. the .eale 3 <111') height in turn .hew. that 
repre •• ive and .uppre.aive controla are even .tronger than the 
tmpulle. Conaequefttly the aaareaa10a the .. persona would 
otberwi .. be expected to ahew inten .. ly are kept from dir.ct 
expre.aions, appearing only obli,ualy, ineffectually, or 
.,oradically. When &are •• iva actiona towarct other. do appear 
the.e person. often deny ho.tile intent, abowtDa a lack of 
in.ight iuto either the origin. or the manife.tationa of 
their behavior. (Dahl.trom and W.I.h, 1960, p.18S) 
Th. By and Pel .eale. thea, coded tosether ..... to r.flect per.ona 
with complaint. centered on tbe ga.trointe.tinal tract and of a variety 
neither acute nor very incapacitating. They .... to r .... t and to indicat. 
antagout_ to authority and to bl .. the .. authoriti •• for their problema, 
but with a fair degree of adequate control. Thu. the By .cale in it. 
relationship to the H .eale of tId. group appearl to serve aa a measure of 
control and inhibition of aoetally unaceptable impul .... 
Thi. picture ..... to fit with the exi.t.ntial .ituation of 1II8.D.7 pd .• sta. 
The external frustrations and the dlfficultie. tbat m&DJ a.sistant priests 
find in relatiDg to their pa.tor. and other persona in authority, at a tiM 
when e.,eclally the meaaiDa of obedience and authority 1. highly qu •• t1oned, 
la an accepted reality. A well developed .elf-control. f.u, or 1I1aund.er.tood 
charity preclude the "acting out" of INch .. rea.ive ••• which finds an outlet 
on PBYcboaomatic complainta. 
Although the Mf .eale va. originally cSevelOped to indicat. homosexuality. 
considerable care must be taken in interpreting it. B1gh .core. are found 
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with per.ous with a broad liberal arts education. It ia believed that the 
Xf acale means not so much "femininity" but cultural intere.ts I'JW)re fully 
developed. Thus, the Iff acale i, commonly interpreted aa an interest sea.le 
which showa a tendency toward '''masculinity or fealninity of interest pattern • 
•• The Mf scale ia often important in vocational choice." (Manual, p.20) This 
points to the fact that the Experimental Group shows a good relationship 
between their "feminine" intue.ts on the Kud.er and their ''fem1n1ne" tendeucie 
on the MHPI. The priests of the ExperiMntal Group then can be de.cribed on 
the bali. of their Mf 8eale as being ".ciable and as having general aeathetie 
intere.t., soctally perceptive &ad respon.ive to interperaonal nuanee •• lI 
(Dahl.trom and Welsh, 1960, p. 193) 
One of the main value. of the )If acale ia that the interpretat:1on of 
the other acale. are hishly dependent on the ai.tence, or the absenc. of 
the high coding on the Mf aeale. 
The low 51 acale of the lxper1mel'ltal Group describe. the subject. as 
"veraatile and aoeiable, expreaa1ve, with a certain tendency to be oatentat .. 
iou., exhibitioniatic, and to take an a.cendant role. It (Dahl a troll aDd Welah 
1960, p. 210) 
The 5i scale, aa the Mf aeale, i. useful in interpreting the reat of the 
profile. "When scored low ..... to be temperiag of the probl ... aa.ociated 
with the acales tMking up the re.t of the patt.m." (Drake and Oetting. 1959, 
p.16) Thus, a low 8i score, for inatance, with a high Mf score is infrecpent 
81IlOag introverta or tho.e lacking skills with the opposite sex. A low 8i 
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score also with a high By of the lKpertmental Group retDforces the picture 
of good adjustment in aocial relations and, finally, the H score of these 
subjects with their 8i seale reinforces both agr.ssivene.s and father conflict-
an attitude of ''non-belligerant aggression towarcl authority." (Drake and 
Oetting. 1959. p. 21) 
If we take a look now at the Literature rev1evecl in chapter II, we can 
observe that priest-counselors, as a group, show a MMPI profile aomabaw 
similar to that of the ··secular" eo unselora. 
Table fifteen gives a sample of scores for male secular counselors. 
(Cottle and Lewis, 1954) The J.C .core •• bow. a great deal of .t.milarity for 
both group.. The valiclity acales aUSlest that these secular counselors and 
priest-counselors tend to make a good tmpres.ion on other •• 
On the clinical scales they also show 10M s1m11arity. Both group. 
show elevated By, Pd, and Hf scale.. But for the priest-counaelora group 
the By seale 1. considerable more elevated than for the otber group. Priest-
counselors also .how conaiderable higher elevation in all the MHPI acales. 
On the ab.enee of an exaggerated score or .,ike peculiar to 8Df of the 
two groupa we can tentatively conclude that the differences are quantitative 
rather than qualitative. and their stmtlaritiea are therefore greater than 
their difference.. Thua, the lider diacrtmiuate. better than the MKPI 
between aecular counselor. artd priest-coun.elors. 
wrenn, Kelly and Fiske (See chapter 11) report that secular cow.elora 
deviate from the normative population in having a higher I. score and in being 
slightly more subject to depree.ion, con.iderable more ~st.rical. and 
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extremely feminine. Thi. can be Hid aleo of our prie8t-counselors group. 
But they add that "secular" counselors show al80 .cores around or lower 
than a T-.core of 50 on the re.t of the profile. Thi. cannot be Hid of 
priest-counselors. 
Thus, although there are certain a1Ddlariti.s between u.ecular" and 
prie.t-coun.elor. in having a .,.cific number of .cale. above the .. an, thale 
i. a con.tant tendency for pr1e.t-couaaelora to deviate further from the 
midpoint of the profUe. In the ca.e of the "secular'· counselor., their 
MMPl proflle reflect. their well balanced .. &Culine and feminine intereats 
on tbe luder. ADd if the MMPI 1. valid for such a 88lected population, thel 
it relnforces the idea that tbe MMPI _aaure. 801M tendency toward. _lad-
juea.nt that i. valU al80 for the Ixperu.ntal Group aad the prle.ts of 
the Control Group_ 
'fhe e.coad part of tht. 8tuG)" lntende to observe the dlfference. OIl 
the luder and the MHPI whlch could be attrlbuted to dlfferent level. of 
training_ The prl.at .. counselor'. IrouP will be used for thi. part of the 
atwiy. Table. 8ixteen and aaventeen show that there are no 81gniflcant 
inter-group difference. at the five per cent level of confldence either on 
the Kuder or on the HMPI .cale.. Thu" the null h7P0the.i. that .tates that 
there are no inter-group difference. attributable to the level of training. 
caDl'lOt be rejected at the • OS level of confidence. 
There are, neverthel.... aoma .tat18cally in81gniflcant dlfference. 
worth mentioning brlefly_ The Kuder proflle of prle.t-counaelor with sre 
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training (or Group B) ia, on the whole, .,re balanced than the one for priest 
eoun.elors with Ie •• training (or Group A). While Group A shows two seales 
below the 25th percentile, Mechanical and Computational, Group B ahow. only 
one, the Cler:lcal scale. Group B present. also a le.s pronouneed Social 
Service scale but a higher Artistic aDd M8chan:lcal scale than Group A. On 
the other haM, Group A tends toward low but higher Clerical interest than 
Group B. Figure four shows the IWder profile for Group A, and figure five 
the luder profile for Group B. 
Figure six presents the MKPI comparative profiles for both arouPs. Al .. 
though statiseally insignificant, Group B shows a higher tendeney toward el-
evated scores than Group A. lor Group B the peak acores remain the By t Pel, 
and Mf scales. whereaa for Group A the Pt scale a takes the place of the Pd 
seale of the Group B. lor Group A the By and the Hf scales atill remains 
high. Finally t for both groups the 8i seale retains the love.t score of the 
profile. 
Why Group! suggeats a peater tendency toward maladjustment is not 
well understood. Thi. fact runs .. ainst all expectations. Later on, in the 
third part of this research, there will be an att..,t to explain this dU-
ferenee between Group A and Group B. In the aanti:llla. the individual .cales 
for both groups have been examsned. If we do not take into consideration the iff 
scale, the tlabnorma1ttscale. (70 or over) for both groups are as follow: Of the 
19 subjects of Group A, one subject has two l·abnorma1" Beales, and four bave 
one each. Of the 24 subjects of Group B, there are two subjects with two or 
Tabl. 15 
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MMPI Profiles for Group A and Group B 
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more "abnormal" scales, and four subjects with one each. Whatever the rea-
aon for the finding., the conclusion i. that Group B ia the most deviant 
Itof an already deviant population." The rank order for the MKPI aca1ea 
and the rank order and percentile. for the JWder .cales of both groups can 
be found on table eighteen. 
In observing the scores of both groups the most striking surpri.. 1a 
that when the whole group of priest-counselors 18 divided into Group A and 
Group I, according to their level of training. the Ma seale and especially 
the Pd scale .how. a decline for tho .. with less training (Group A) while 
tho .. with more trai~ing (Group B) ahow a substantial elevation on both 
acale8. It aeems to be that the prie.ta from Group I are more active (Ma) 
and. for whatever reason • .re aagre •• ive againat authority. Perhapa it 
could be explained in the sense that prielts with more paycbological train-
ing are more aware and more emp latie about their persoul growth and re-
sponsibility. Thus. it would be possible that they interpret authority, 
as expertenced in their daily lives, rightly or wrongly, .s an obstacle or 
threat to their peraoul arowth. 
Table 18 
lank Order for the MMPI Scales 
and lank Order and Percentil.s for the 
KUder Sealee of Group A (N-19) and Group B (N-24) 
Group It. Group I 
MHPl Kuder rercentiles MMPI Kuder Percentiles 
ecales ecal.s acal.s scales 
By Soc. Ser. 95 By Soc. Ser. 88 
Mf "sieal 75 Mf Musical 79 
Pt Literay 73 Pd Literary 68 
Se Pereuasive S9 M& Artistic 65 
Bs Artistic 55 'a Perauasive 51 
Ma Scientific 29 Pt eo.putatioul 30 
N COmputational 26 He Scientific 29 
Pa Clerical 18 Sc Hachan1cal 2S 
J) Mechanical 17 J) Clerical 13 
8i Si 
-.---•.. ----~--.--... -~-------~--. -.--.------.--------... ----~---------
Group A; priest-coun.elors with a below Muter's level of training 
Group I; priest-counselors with a Master's level of training or its 
equivalent 
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The third part of this study intends to observe the relationship between 
interests and personality for Group I and Group II. using their scores on the 
Kuder and the MMPI seales. 
Aa baa be.n previoualy stat.d (.ee chapt.r III), diff.rent writ.r. have 
not.d that there is a positive corr.lation betwe.n int.reat. in &esthetic ac-
tiviti.s and emotional disturbance, and a negative corr.lation between inter-
e.ts in Mechanical, Computational, and Scientific activities and maladju.tment 
It has be.n also noted in the pr.ceeding page. that the priestly population 
of Group I and Group II pre.ented a marked elevation in "feminine" intere.t. 
and a aomewbat high MKPI profile •• 
Table ninet •• n present. the Kuder and the MHPI intercorr.lations for 
Group I. The intercon.lations for Group II can be found on table twenty. 
From inspecting the table., we can obwerve that there i. a modest but not 
highly .ignificant relation.hip betwe.n the KUder and the MMPI core. for both 
groups. Thus the null hypothesis that states that there are no .ignificant 
relationahip. at the .05 level of confid.nce betwe.n the performances of both 
groups in their KUder and MMPI seal •• cannot be rejected. 
Thu.. w. can conclud. from this .tudy that there i. come corr.lation be-
tween int.re.ts and personality charact.ristics as measur.d by the luder and 
the MMPI, but not high enough "to wanant .ubstituting int.rest. for perso-
nality appraisals·t (Super and Crit.s, 1962, p. 469). 
Thi. modest r.lation.hip ..... to be more obvioua by tbe larg.r number 
of .ignificant correlatton. for Group t than for Group II. At the same time, 
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we notice tbat all correlations in the clinical seales of Group II are also 
found in Group I. In all probability this i. due to the 1arser lamp1e of 
Group II. 
At the time of thil statistical computation there was no way to predict 
if significant differences vere to be found between there two group. on 
their Kuder and HKPI .cores. lor this reason they were treated aeparately. 
Because these two groups are DOt statistically different and the correla-
tions of the smaller group are found inthe larger one, the correlations of 
Group I will be us.d for a brief eoaaentary. 
Of the significant correlations found between the Kuder and the MKPI 
for both groups, all but two are positively related. Mechanical and Scien-
tific interests are significantly an4 negatively related to feminine ten-
dencies .s measured by the Mf scale of the MMPI. while the Artistic and 
MUsical interests are s1snificantly and positively correlated with the Mf 
scale for the MMPt. This supports the widespread opinion of treating the 
Mf scale as a Icale of aesthetic interests. 
The low masculine interests of the priestly population were correlated 
as followa: Computational intere.ts silnifieantly and positively to Hypo-
chondriasis, and Scientific interest to Hypochondriasis an4 Hysteria. On 
the other hand, the high MUsical interest was significantly and pOSitively 
correlated to Depression, Peyebastenia, and Schizophrenia. Persuasive and 
Social Service lnterests were found significantly and positively correlated 
to Psychopathic Deviate tendencies. 
Table 19 
CorrelatiOlls Between Scores on the Kuder a:acl the MNPI for Group I (N - 88) 
Scales on the Kuder 
F lC 
Mechan1eal .... 09 -.02 
Coapu.tational .06 .08 
Scientific .01 .16 
Persuasive -.01 .11 
Artistic -.15 ... 03 
Literary -.05 .24* 
Musical .09 .04 
Social !4n'ytce 
-.11 .09 
Clerical .18 -.08 
* Sip1ficant at the .05 level 
'** Significant at the .01 level 
Ha J) 









Scales of the IDfPI 
By Pel Iff Pa Pt Se )fa 
.03 -.07 -.27'** .... 06 .07 -.06 .03 
.13 .18 -.18 -.02 .06 .13 -.03 
.22* .15 -.22* .03 .05 .05 .05 
.04 .22* .00 .06 .00 .11 .07 
-.08 -.16 .29**-.04 .07 .03 .02 
.09 .01 .16 .07 .02 .14 .03 
.05 .11 .21* -.02 .21* .26* .11 
.00 .28** .08 .06 .09 .12 .01 
.01 .03 -.07 -.05 .10 .20 -.10 
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Corre1at1ona BetweeD Scor •• on. the lCuder aDd the MMPt for Group II (N - 43) 
Seal •• of the Kuder Scales of the .. I 
r It as D By Pd Mf Pa Pt Se Na 51 
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.08 -.09 -.01 
.09 .01 .08 
.05 -.23 .01 
.03 .20 .15 
.01 .03 .06 
.10 .30* -.04 
-.17 -.18 -.08 
-.02 .13 -.13 
* Significant at the .05 level 
.,.. Slgnifieallt at the .01 level 









-.11 -.23 .02 
-.25 .08 .15 
0.05 -.16 -.19 
.19 .2.3 .23 
.06 -.03 -.05 
.39** .16 .17 
-.23 -.04 -.18 




























Thus, it se ... to be that this reMarch offer. come aupport to what 
hal bean noted by other writers, i. e.. that peraofts with low ID&aeuliDe and 
high feminine intereets tend to .how an inclination toward maladjust.nt. 
"There i. considerable agreement about the adjuse.nt s1gnlficanee of Kuder 
intere.ts" (Craven, 1961, p.18). 
Although there is a fairly .ubstautial 1mpirical basis for the follow-
ing interpretation, it eaI'U1Ot be emplasiud too strongly that this inter-
pretatlon of intere.t-personality relationship should be regarded not a. 
final pronouncement but rather as a plausible hypothesea that ahould be 
sub jected to further research. 
It could be hypothesized with Sternberg (1956) that the tendency toward 
makadjustment found in the .. ,rieatly populatiou might be due to a areater 
inve.tment of UlOtion in their "feminine" latera.ta, in comparison with 
those persone with 1ID'J."e "masculine" intereat.. The relatively low direct 
emotional demand. which to with ac1entific-techu1cal activitie •• y make 
people with aa.cul1ne interests 1.ss threatenina or anxiety-provoking than 
tho .. with hiah and almost uc.lusively fem1n1_ intensts. As 1M ba. 
suale.ted t ''where greater 8:1111NDts of _tlou are at work, demands for sa· 
tiafact:Lon are IW)re intense ami feelinss of frustration or failure are l1kel 
to be lIOre frectuent" (!toe. 1953, p. 51). 
It is alao po.sible that '·the very lack of onterline.s. precision and 
definitiveness" proper of the ambiguities of human interaction, ~aht co~ 
tribute to feeU.ags of uuertainty typical of _la4justad indiv1c1uals, or of 
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80lIl8 who tenet toward _1adjua~nt·· (Sternberg, 1956, p. 96). This could 
explain why prie.t-counselors with higher training, and who spend aore 
'bours weekly in eounaeU.ng were found l1D1!'e _ladjusted on the l4HPI. It may 
be that in their high inter.st in relating to people, these prieats invest 
a areat deal of emotion, have uny pastoral and c:ounaeU.na demand., and 
frequently experience real or fancied failure in interperaonal dealing •• 
This &rcmg need for iaterpereonal relationships with possible feelings of 
inadequacy leads to • continuous emotional frustration and a poaaible ten-
dency toward .. la.djua~t .. recoriecl by the "I. 
'rbi. hypothesi. ..... to 'be .upportecl by the subjective interpretation 
of the correlation., the relationahip. found, for -.-,le, between the 161-
.ieal interest and Depression is n:peeted of persona who are "Huitive, and 
have general .. st_tie intere.t ...... and wlao, at the ... U .•• are "dis-
.ati.fied generally, hut ,articularly .. If-di .... tisfied, aa well a. emo-
tional and prone to worry ••• and lack. confi4ence in their ova ability" (Dahl 
.tl'Oll aad Welah, 1960, p. 173). 
Tbe correlation of the __ intere.t ( •• ical) with '&ycha.tenia auggest 
that we are dealing with persona who are "aentiantal. verbal. di •• attafied, 
high-atrung and with general •• thetic intere.t." (Dahlia. and Webh, 1960 
p. 198). 
It. .imilar deHription i. reinforced by the •• ical interest correlated 
with SChiaophren1c tend ... ie.. Thia ia proper of subjecta who are '.,rone to 
worry, aelf-dissatisfied •• verbal •• with general aesthetic intereats". 
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MBreover. this correlation sho\tld support the picture given by the profile 
as subjects "irritable, resentful, touchy, hostile, and with problems of 
controlling aggre.sion" (Dahlstrom and Welsh, 1960. p. 201). 
The significant correlations found between low COmputational and Scien-
tific interests with BJpoc.bondriaais and Hysteria brings the picture to a 
sharper focus. The correlation has been interpreted a. describing subject. 
who are disorderly, with .fe tendenc,. to be .... ily upset in social .ituations 
with lack of _tional control, pe.s1mstie and coneerned over bodily func ... 
tiena" (Drake and Oetting, 1"', p. 16'>. The u. and Hy scales or "couver-
.10n valley" pattern i. proper of men "cllnically fem1niM" who ''mix well 
socially and have wide intere.ts". But at the .ame tu. "HAthaway and Meelh 
attribute this (fem1niae) appearance to the characteristic reliance of the.e 
Mlt upon pas.ive method. of handling atuEiety and conflict. and to their de-
pendency" (Dahl.trom ami Wel.h, 1960, p. 170). 
Finall,., it i. intereatiDg to notice that the Persuasive and Social 
Service .cale. are significantly and positively assoclated with P.ychopa-
thie Deviate tendencie.. The correlation of the Pel scale with Per.uasive 
interest ..... to sugg.st that we are dealilll with a group of pri •• ts who 
are impulsive, aggre •• ive, dominant, manipulative, auspicious and distrust-
ful in per.onal and aocial out1od.t, and perhaps CODrgenaating for shyMSs and 
submi.siveness (Springob, 1963, p. 621). 
On the other band, the correlation of the Pel seale with Social Service 
interest can be signs of defensiveness, and at the ... time characteristic 
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of a group bostil. aDd overly defer.ntial to authority. cuatom and tradition. 
It could also INggeat certaiD cocnpenaation for guilt fe.liDSs or a reaction 
formation against euppressed hoatile feel1D.ga toward peopl •• 
On the validity scal •• , the , scal. vaa founcJ sipificantly and negative-
ly correlated with MechaD.1cal interest 1D. Group II. and the K seale po.itively 
related to the Literary acale in Group I. 
Thu., although it would be very risky to try to attempt to predict aD. i~ 
dividual' •• COTe on the !IoIPI fl'Oll. his l.uder acore., the re.earch tend •• on the 
who I. • to ag1:ee with the tendency found between _seul1ne iDUtrests aDd better 
adju.e.nt, and fem:1nine tendencies and a poorer adjU.tJaeDt OD the MMPI. In 
this ca •• we will have to accept the opiDion of tho .. who argue for facitt,g the 
fact. and accept a moderate maladjustment among religious group •• 
It ..... possible that the tendency toward 1IR1adjusa.nt a ... ored 'by 
the MMPI for this priestly populatioD and its occupational int.rests OD the 
Kuder could suggest a relationship by which certain tYPes of individuals tend 
toward a religious occupation. In thiacas .. , a greater _ladjuae.nt amr:mg 
seminarians and pri.ats. than 81II)ng .... cular" counselor. and tho .. iatereated 
on mechanic., for axaJII'le, may be anticipated. 
It i. i..,ortant, therefore, to be able to detemt.u, not only the rela-
tion of personality adjustment to occupational iDterests, but al.o the advis-
ability of a per eon who desire. to .nter the pri.stly lif., in view of the effe t 
that such a vocation _y have on hila (leather, 1950). It will be profitable, 
perhaps. for se1ldnar1an. and pd.est. to be aware of the temporal Datura of 
their adjuatmeD.t, in addition, to anticipatiDg difficulties that later might 
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encounter, as well as aiding them to make avenues of a,sistance for sub .. -
quent uae. In speaking of religious personnel. Dunn has a si1ll1lar advt.. 
People reported on in this review might have great capaclty 
for paalively accepting frustration, but they might flnd 
it difficult to accept positiona involving decision-uki. 
with high level of responsibility. Infot'Ution on the per-
soulity adjultment of reU.gious could indicate activitiea 
ill which these people will comfortable be able to engage, .a 
against those which will not be congruent with their adjuablent 
patterns &ad potentials (Dunn, 1965, p. 135). 
Thus, the consiatent picture of religiOUS personnel toward maladjustment 
as ... ured by the MMPI and other instruments (Dunn. 1965. p. 134) J and as 
found as early as 1936 by Moore ia. on the whol., not too encouraging. 
There ia al.o the possibility that persons with more feminine interest. 
tend generally to appear more maladjusted on the MMPI scal.s. This could be 
due to the fact that a .atly rural population was used to normalize the 
"1. This population was probable more incline4 toward masculine int~e.t8. 
U thi. i. tne, then the tendency toward 1IIIl1adjustment a. _aaured by the 
MMPI auggestl a .tl"ong nlationship that makes people with feminine intereata 
appear _re maladjuated on the lItPI. But it is difficult to state whether 
this relationship i. due to the fact that more -.ladjusted persona are at-
trected to the.e kinds of feminine intereata, or whether this correlation is 
due to an artifact of the inventory. The preaent writer rai... the question 
but doe. DOt feel prepared to give a definitive answer in ODe way or another. 
Certainly. there ia a need of more data for this kind of population. but the 
findings of the other writer. with other populations showing alao a consis-
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This study wal undertaken with a two-fold purpose. First, to test whe-
ther there are any significant differences between the interelt and personality 
characteristics of priests without counseling training and priests with coun-
selina training at Loyola University of Chicago. There hae been a aemewhat 
ltm1lar research project in which Keller tested individually a group of twen~ 
nine prieets in different pastoral .ituations. laller found .ignificant dif-
ference. between the approach and responses of priestl with counaeliag trat.u-
ias and priests without it. This reaearch i. different in that it deals di-
rectly with the personality characteristice of the priest and in the instru-
ments used to measure these characteristics: The KUder Preference :Record-Vo-
cational, Fom D. and the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory, Group 
Form. 
The aecond purpose of the research waa to d.seribe the intereats and 
personality traits of priests with coun.eliag training, as revealed by the 
Kuder and the MMPI. 
In order to fulfill tM. two-fold purpose the research went along three 
lines: 1) A comparison of the performance of priesta with couns.ling training 
and of those without it on the lCuder and IttPI .cale., 2) A compariaon of the 
performance of prie.t. with a Malter'. level of tra1n1ng or itl equivalent and 
tho .. With a lower level of training on the Kuder and the MKPI; 3) A compad.-
son of the interest-personality correlations for pd.ests with counseling train-
ing and those without it, uaing again their Kuder and MMPI acorea. 
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Thi. re.earch has been undertaken under the auspices of the Catholic 
Family Con.ultation Service as a first step in devising scientific method. 
for selecting the priests who will profit more from this kind of coun.eline 
training. 
The .ubjects of the Control Group were 88 priest. without counseline 
training from Milwaukee. using the data supplied by MUrtaugh. The subjects 
of the Experimental Group were 43 priests of the Chicago area with a minimum 
of three counseling cour •• s and who started their training DO later than 
1964. Mo.t of the prie.ts of the Experimental Group have had further train-
ing in psychology and over half of them are at the Master'. level or its 
equivalent. Moat of them are al.o engaged in pa.toral work in a raiddle-clas. 
pui.h. and spend between four and eight hours weekly in counseling. 
No significant differences were found between the perforance of priests 
with or without counseling training. The Clerical seale was the only one 
found significant on the Kuder. and DO one of the validity and clinical scale. 
of the HKPI was found .ignificant at the five percent level of confidence. 
No significant intergroup differencel were found either in any of the 
Kuder and MMPI Icale., between the performance of priests with counseling 
training, that could be attributable to different level. of trainina. 
The interestl and personality correlationa of the Kuder and the MMPI 
.cales for priest. with and without counsel iDS trainins turned out alao to 
be low and insignificant. A larger number of correlation. were found in the 
group of prieata without coullaeling training baema. of the larger llUID.ber of 
.ubject. for this group. 
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Thus, since there are no significant differences between priests with 
counseli:ag train1. and priest. without it, the second purpose of the study, 
i •••• descrlbiag the interesta and personality traits of priesta of the Ixpe-
ru.ntal Group. is applicable alao to pdasts of the Control Group and vice 
veru. 
The Kuder revealed that both groups of priests conform well with the 
norms given in the .811 for clergymen. They show a typical profile of hiah 
Social Service, .sical, and Literary inter.sta with low ScientUic and eo... 
putational interests. The persuasive scale was Maher than in .st seminarian 
groups. This points to the fact that priests feel 1ID7:e comfortable and better 
prepareel to deal with people than the aem1narla.tUJ. 
While religiOUS COUtUIMIlors show a marked tendency toward feminine 1nt .... 
rests, secular counaelors teDd to balance their feminine interests with more 
ma.cul1ne (Scientific, and Computational) interests; thua we can say that the 
Kuder discriDinates well between religious counselors and secular counselors. 
bU..gious counselors show a lack of research interest. On the otber haad, 
they show more aggressivenes. 1n their relatioDship with people than aeeular 
counselors, as manifested by their hi,her Persuasive scale. 
The elevat5cl ~~I profile of pr1e~ts show their peak scores on the By, 
Pd, and Mf IIza1es, while seminarian groups tend to present elevations on the 
Kf. Pt, and Sc scales. This:ls due to a change 1n envlrol.1llWmt frCJ1'D a .ecluded 
aeminary life to a parochial IUe of IIIOre freedom and relpODatbi1ity. More-
over, this study found no support for the opinion of tho .. who argue that afte 
ordination the MMPl scores of priests "drop back to normal". 
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Secular counselors .bow a .1m1lar By, Pd. and Mf elevated MHPI acales, 
but the rest of the profile tends to be more near normal than in the case of 
the priests. Thua. the difference 'between secular counselors and reU.gious 
counselors on the MMPI .. ems to 'be more quantitative than qualitative. In the 
absence of • spike or peculiar profile for .acular cOUllselors, we ean conclude 
that the MHPl does not discr1m1nate well between these two groups. 
The MMPI profiles for religious counselors (with or without coun.eling 
training. since no .ignificant differenees were found) reveal that prie.ts tend 
to picture themselves in a favorable light and that they are conscientious in 
their anawers to the MKPI. They can be described as intereated in people and 
ideas, though with a distaste for research. They are .ocially perceptive, 
sensitive, emotional, prone to worry, with aesthetic interesta. Agareaaive and 
somewhat antagoni.tic toward authority. It .e ... that repre.sion and denial 
are their major mechanisms in handling psychological .tressea. Iu addition, 
they have a tendency to convert psychological dtffieultie. into phy.ical symp-
toms that they use .s outlets for teulon and in inhibiting socially unaccep-
table impulsea. 
This suggested description of their MMPI profile. seems to receive 'up-
port from the few .ignificant conelationa found between the ltuder and the 
MHPI scales. The research re.ults support also the opinion of thoae who state 
that there is some positive correlation between the feminine interests of the 
Kuder and a tendency toward maladjustment as measured by the MMPI. 
It is hypothesized that the high .cores of the prieatly population on 
the MHPI are due to the investment of a great deal of emotion in their work 
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together with a la.ek of self-confidence, and a sens. of di .... tisf.ction and 
failure. The correlationa picture the priests •• persons who are aenaitive, 
verbal. prone to worry, easily upset, and concerned over bodily functions in 
their pas.ive method of handling anxiety. 
'nuIy reflect a mmtber of ''work needs" in being domiD&llt. manipulative, 
and inclined to take an ascendant role nth others .. a compensatioll perhaps 
for their shyness. 
CONCWSIOlfS : 
1) the feet that no .ignificant differences ware found between priests with 
counaeU.q trailling and prie.ts without it points to three possibilities: 
a) that pnests do not ~rien.ca chaBges sigt&1fleallt enough ill their 
couns.ling tral1l1ng, 
b) that so. pr:f.asts experience change and ~ do not, 80 that whell 
group testing i8 carried out they 'balance ona another in such a 
way that no .ignificant difference.appear. 
c) that priests a. a group experience .ign1ficallt change. but 
that the Kuder and the MMPl are not sensitive enough instrullllmts 
to detect them. 
For the time beiug the 01Ii thing we can say is that, in this research, 
the Kuder aDd the MMPl did not detect any significant cU.fferences neither be-
tween priests with more training and those with l.s. training. 
2) The eomewhat high .levations that priests show in their MNPl profiles are 
at varunce with the profiles of the normative groups. Thi8 could lead us to 
conclude that aome tendency toward _ladjustment i. 1ftolerable" in the priestl, 
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life, or it might force us to suspend judgement until we have noraa for this 
population. The present writer thinks both possibilities .are to be taken 
into consideration. 
The writer cautions against jumping to conclusions since the descrip-
tion of the priestly population done in the preceeding pages in only sugges-
tive aDd ~e only tentative I,. • But, on the other hand, he also cautions 
aaa1nst the easy way out by aSSuming, as the early writers elid, that tlle re-
ligious population is normal aDd that there is ..,.thiag wrong with the in-
ventory. There 1s no question about the need of aema for this 881ected p0-
pulation. but the reaeareh deme with seminarians duri1\& the paat 15 ya.us 
_ems to confb:. that "aipa of defenaive behavior typical of persous with 
neurotic tendencies" are rather common among religious groups. (Dunn. 1965, 
p. 134). 
3) The few significant correlationa found in this study, ai reported by 
other writers, tend to support the conclusion that in tho .. priests with ex-
clUSively feminine intereats eoae tendency toward maladjustment is to be ex-
pected on their !If:PI scores. At tbe ... tu.. it is questionable whether 
a per&On with feminine interesta tends to score high on the MMPI due to the 
fact that persona with the .. excluaive intereats tend toward maladjustment or 
due to an artifact of the inventory by which persons with these kinds of tn· 
teresta tend to present thesue1vea I ••• favorable on the MMPI. 
SUGGISTIJ) P't1mD USIWtCB: 
More re"81'ch is needed in order to clarify the problema about the validity 
of the MKPI with thia kind of population, ~:1d with thia k.ind of fadnina in'" 
............ .,.. 
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A similar study should be done to test with other instruments whether 
priests experience any significant changes in themselves as a result of 
their counseling traWng. A cOllplement&1'y research alao could be ckme by 
reaching those priaats who did not answer and compare them with those who 
cooperated with tMa reaearch. 
A very iIaportant research project that should be done at the Catholie 
ageneies that emply thele priest-counselors i. to test their effeetiveness 
as counselors. 
And finally, a study should be done to investigate the cause or c0n-
nection between personality adjusa.nt and interests in the priastly life and 
why and to what extent the priestly 1ifa -.y be a cause to 1IIIlladjusblleDt in 
the priest. 
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March 1, 1966 
leverend and dear Father: 
Since you are one of the priests who have specialized training in Pastoral 
CCNueling at Loyola University and experience in counseling at the Catholic 
Family Consultation Service or at Catholic ~ies, I am aSking your coopera-
tion in a study being made under the direction of Dr. Lelloy Wauek and with the 
alre_nt and eneourag_nt of Father J .. s J. Hurtau&h. 
The objective. of the phunt stuGy are: 1) to attapt to determ1ne whether 
any basic differenees exiat between a group of priests with regular Seminary 
training and a .. lected group of prieats who enter into additional training in 
psychology and actually engage in volW'1tary counseling at the CathoU.c Family 
Consultation Service. or Catholic CharitiesJ and 2) to ezamine the nature and 
extent of the .. differencea, if any exiat. The iJIportance of discovering 
theae differenees liea in the possibility that these difference. may provide 
clues to deviaiag more objective ..ana for selecting priest-counselor. in the 
future. 
In asking your participat10n 1n this -.uty we are not interelted in your indi-
vidual test perfo1'1DllnCe as .uch, 'but rather with the overall performance of 
the group as a whole. Thua, any iDCIividual responses you .y .tee to the test 
it ... themaelves will rea1n &nO'ft'1IIDUs. Naturally, I place mys.lf under grave 
obligation to keep Hcret all ~'t addr ...... and 1ndiv1dual seore •• 
This study is a partial fulfilJ..nt of the requt.res.nts for my M.A.degree at 
Loyola Univer.ity. As you well understand, without your full and prompt co-
operation, the project cannet be auece.,ful. I .. aure you are aware of the 
benefit that could coa from this ldnd of .tudy. We are aakillg you to take 
the Mtsmesota Multipbuie Personality Invento17 and the Kuder Interest Inven-
tory. Please an_x- alao the eneloaed que.tionnaire, and return it with the 
te.ta. 
I appreciate very DIlch the time taken from you busy schedule. Please, try to 
mail back to me in care of the Catholic Fautly Consultation Service the te.t 
booklet .. your answera. and the que.tionnaire a. lOOn as poalible. 
With gratitude and prayers for a favorable reply, 
Sincerely yours in Christ, 
lev. Julio Velilla, S.J. 
Enc. 3 
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